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ABSTRACT
We present the results of a new and improved study of the morphological and spectral evo-
lution of massive galaxies over the redshift range 1 < z < 3. Our analysis is based on a
bulge–disc decomposition of 396 galaxies with M∗ > 1011 M uncovered from the Cosmic
Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS) Wide Field Camera
3 (WFC3)/IR imaging within the Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS) and UKIRT
Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) UDS survey fields. We find that, by modelling the H160
image of each galaxy with a combination of a de Vaucouleurs bulge (Se´rsic index n = 4)
and an exponential disc (n = 1), we can then lock all derived morphological parameters for
the bulge and disc components, and successfully reproduce the shorter-wavelength J125, i814,
v606 HST images simply by floating the magnitudes of the two components. This then yields
sub-divided four-band HST photometry for the bulge and disc components which, with no
additional priors, is well described by spectrophotometric models of galaxy evolution. Armed
with this information, we are able to properly determine the masses and star formation rates for
the bulge and disc components, and find that: (i) from z = 3 to 1 the galaxies move from disc
dominated to increasingly bulge dominated, but very few galaxies are pure bulges/ellipticals
by z = 1; (ii) while most passive galaxies are bulge dominated, and most star-forming galaxies
disc dominated, 18 ± 5 per cent of passive galaxies are disc dominated, and 11 ± 3 per cent
of star-forming galaxies are bulge dominated, a result which needs to be explained by any
model purporting to connect star formation quenching with morphological transformations;
(iii) there exists a small but significant population of pure passive discs, which are generally
flatter than their star-forming counterparts (whose axial ratio distribution peaks at b/a  0.7);
(iv) flatter/larger discs re-emerge at the highest star formation rates, consistent with recent
studies of sub-mm galaxies, and with the concept of a maximum surface density for star
formation activity.
Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: high-
redshift – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: structure.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Although detailed morphological studies of galaxies have been con-
ducted since the 1920s, the underlying physical processes responsi-
ble for the formation and subsequent evolution of galaxy morpholo-
gies remain to be fully understood. In particular, it is still unclear
how, or even if, transformations in morphology are linked to star
formation history.
Locally, galaxy morphologies are complex, with high-resolution
studies finding that disc-dominated galaxies often possess additional
structure such as bars, and central cores with exponential, disc-like,
profiles(classified as pseudo-bulges Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004)
which are proposed to originate through secular processes. Despite
this, the recent local population morphological studies conducted
using Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data, have revealed that
the overall galaxy populations can still be broadly represented by
two classes: bulge-dominated (e.g. elliptical) and disc-dominated
(e.g. spiral) systems, with a strong colour bimodality comprising
a prominent red sequence of bulge-dominated galaxies and a blue-
cloud of disc-dominated galaxies (Baldry et al. 2004; Driver et al.
2006; Drory & Fisher 2007). However, in more recent years, these
studies have also led to the discovery of a more puzzling population
of blue bulges and red discs (Bamford et al. 2009; Masters et al.
2010). These blue bulges and red discs appear to be at odds with
the merger-driven hierarchical evolution paradigm, where it is pro-
posed that gas-poor major mergers at intermediate redshifts trans-
form galaxies from disc to bulge-dominated systems (e.g. Robertson
et al. 2006) while simultaneously quenching star formation. Thus,
the prevalence of quenching via major mergers in comparison to
alternative quenching mechanisms (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2014)
and the role of S0 galaxies during these processes (e.g. Johnston,
Aragon-Salamanca & Merrifield 2014) remains unclear.
Increasingly detailed morphological studies are now able to push
further back in cosmic time, into the key cosmic epoch at 1 < z
< 3 where the star formation rate density of the Universe peaks.
These studies have found evidence that, while the Hubble sequence
is observed to already be in place at these high redshifts, a larger
fraction of galaxies are disc-dominated or composite systems (van
der Wel et al. 2011; Chevance et al. 2012; Buitrago et al. 2013b;
McLure et al. 2013) and there is an increase in the fraction of
visually disturbed morphologies (Mortlock et al. 2013). In addition,
disc structures are also observed to be ‘clumpier’ (Wuyts et al. 2012;
Mozena et al., in preparation) and ‘puffier’ (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al.
2009). Intriguingly, the presence of passive discs has also been
observed at higher redshifts (z > 1) (e.g. McGrath et al. 2008;
Stockton et al. 2008; Cameron et al. 2011; van der Wel et al. 2011;
McLure et al. 2013), providing further evidence that the physical
processes which quench star formation may be distinct from those
that drive morphological transformations.
Several of the currently proposed quenching mechanisms can
account for the cessation of star formation and the retention of
a massive disc, or the presence of star-forming bulges, includ-
ing: models of violent disc instabilities (VDI; e.g. Dekel, Sari &
Ceverino 2009b; Dekel & Burkert 2014), the ‘hot halo’ quenching
scenario (e.g. Dekel et al. 2009a) new observational evidence for
which has been reported recently by Hartley et al. (2013), and po-
tentially the phenomenological mass and environment models of
Peng et al. (2010b), where new evidence suggests that both of these
processes may act on galaxy morphologies in the same way (Carollo
et al. 2014). However, as yet, it is unclear which of these or which
combination of these processes is most viable. In fact, recent focus
has been placed on explicitly exploring the role that B/T light and
mass fractions play in quenching fractions using both parametric
(e.g. Bell et al. 2012) and non-parametric analyses (e.g. Cheung
et al. 2012; Fang et al. 2013). The recent local study of Bluck et al.
(2014) finds evidence for a link between passivity and bulge mass,
and the study by Omand, Balogh & Poggianti (2014) suggests that
the quenching fraction of central galaxies is not simply dependent
on stellar mass but is also strongly correlated with B/T fractions
such that in the stellar mass range 9 < log10(M∗/M) < 11.5 almost
all galaxies with B/T > 0.3 are quenched. This connection between
quiescence and B/T fraction has also been observed by Lang et al.
(2014) at z ∼ 2.5 using both light and mass fractions from decom-
positions conducted in a similar manner to those presented in Bruce
et al. (2012), and is consistent with both the VDI model of Dekel
et al. (2009b) and Ceverino, Dekel & Bournaud (2010) and, given
the natural connection between central bulge and black hole growth,
AGN feedback. Within the context of these large statistical studies
the role of the sub-dominant populations of passive discs and star-
forming bulges is particularly interesting, as it is within the 1 <z< 3
redshift range that we see a considerable build-up of the red se-
quence and observe galaxies undergoing significant morphological
transformations. Therefore, further study of this informative regime
is crucial for improving our understanding of the main drivers of
galaxy morphology evolution and the processes responsible for star
formation quenching.
In order to best conduct studies of the morphological evolution of
galaxies at these redshifts, it is instructive to decompose the galaxies
into their bulge and disc components. Bulge–disc decompositions
have been conducted extensively in the local Universe (e.g. de Jong
1996; Allen et al. 2006; Cameron et al. 2009; Simard et al. 2011;
Lackner & Gunn 2012), however Bruce et al. (2012) was the first
study to attempt bulge–disc decomposition in the redshift range
1 < z < 3 for a large sample (by utilizing the latest high-resolution
imaging from HST Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) provided by the
Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Sur-
vey (CANDELS) survey in the UDS field). In this paper, we fur-
ther develop this work by effectively doubling the sample size [by
including an analysis of the CANDELS Cosmological Evolution
Survey (COSMOS) field], and extending the multiple-component
analysis to the additional J125, i814 and v606 bands provided by the
CANDELS survey. Crucially, this has allowed us to construct sep-
arate bulge and disc model photometry across four bands, which
has then enabled us to successfully isolate and model the spectral
energy distributions (SEDs) of the bulge and disc components. The
new multiple-component SED-fitting technique presented in this
paper yields separate stellar mass estimates and star formation rates
for the bulge and disc components of the massive galaxies within
our sample. This has then enabled new exploration of the extent to
which morphological transformations are linked to star formation
quenching. Particular emphasis has been placed on addressing the
dominance of the bulge and disc masses, the star formation ac-
tivity displayed by the individual components, and the axial ratio
distributions of the bulge and disc components.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we summarize
our data sets and sample properties obtained from SED fitting. This
is followed in Section 3 by a description of our multiple-component,
multiwavelength, morphology-fitting technique, alongside which
we present the results from our mock galaxy simulations, and dis-
cuss the extension to decomposed SED fitting in Section 4. In
Section 5, we utilize our decomposed morphology and stellar mass
results to explore the overall morphological evolution of the galax-
ies in our 1 < z < 3 sample and in Section 6, we additionally
incorporate the decomposed star formation rates of these objects
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The bulge-disc evolution of massive galaxies 1003
to study the links between morphology and star formation history,
which includes a revised, stricter, identification of a population of
passive discs and star-forming bulges. Section 7 focuses on a study
of the axial ratios of our sub-divided galaxy sample and in Section 8,
we extend this work to a comparison with (sub-)mm selected galax-
ies. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the results from our
decompositions within the context of current models of galaxy evo-
lution and quenching and summarize our conclusions in Sections 9
and 10.
Throughout we quote magnitudes in the AB system, and calculate
all physical quantities assuming a  cold dark matter (CDM)
universe with m = 0.3,  = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2 DATA AND SAMPLE PROPERTIES
We have used the HST WFC3/IR data from the CANDELS multicy-
cle treasury programme (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011)
centred on the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) Ultra
Deep Survey (UDS; Lawrence et al. 2007) and COSMOS (Scov-
ille et al. 2007) fields. Both the CANDELS UDS and COSMOS
near-infrared data comprise 4 × 11 WFC3/IR tiles covering a total
area of 187 arcmin2 in each field, in both the F125W and F160W
filters. The point source depths are 27.1 and 27.0 (AB mag, 5σ )
for the UDS and COSMOS fields, respectively. In addition to the
near-infrared data, for this extended analysis, we have also made
use of the accompanying CANDELS HST Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS) parallel imaging in the F814W and F606W filters
(hereafter i814 and v606). The corresponding 5σ point source depths
are 28.4 for both the i814 and v606 bands in UDS and 28.5 in COS-
MOS, due to the inclusion of existing ACS legacy data in COSMOS
(Koekemoer et al. 2007; Scoville et al. 2007). The WFC3 and ACS
cameras are offset by 6 arcmin in the HST focal plane and during
the CANDELS observations were oriented to provide the maximum
area of contiguous WFC3+ACS coverage (which is ∼80 per cent
of the area of both fields).
2.1 Supporting multiwavelength data
In order to constrain the SED fitting and determine the physi-
cal properties for the galaxies in our sample, we have also uti-
lized the multiwavelength data sets available in each field. In
the UDS these comprise: u′-band imaging obtained with Mega-
Cam on Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT); deep optical
imaging in the B, V, R, i′ and z′-band filters from the Subaru
XMM–Newton Deep Survey (Sekiguchi et al. 2005; Furusawa et al.
2008); J, H and K-band UKIRT WFCAM imaging from Data
Release 8 (DR8) of the UKIDSS UDS; and Spitzer 3.6µm,
4.5µm IRAC and 24µm MIPS imaging from the SpUDS legacy
programme (PI Dunlop). For COSMOS we use: optical imaging
in u′, g′, r′, i′ and z′ bands from MegaCam CFHTLS-D2; z′ band
from Subaru; Y, J, H and Ks from UltraVISTA (PI Dunlop); and
Spitzer 3.6µm, 4.5µm IRAC and 24µm MIPS imaging from the
S-COSMOS survey (PI Sanders).
2.2 Mass estimation and sample selection
We follow the same sample selection procedure detailed in Bruce
et al. (2012) and have determined photometric redshifts for the UDS
and COSMOS master samples using a χ2-fitting procedure based
on the photometric-redshift code HYPERZ from Bolzonella, Miralles
& Pello´ (2000), described in Cirasuolo et al. (2007). These photo-
metric redshifts were then used to determine stellar mass estimates;
however in comparison to Bruce et al. (2012), we now implement a
slightly updated stellar mass SED-fitting procedure which we have
applied to the COSMOS field and have used to re-define the Bruce
et al. (2012) UDS sample. These stellar mass estimates were based
on the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models with single-component ex-
ponentially decaying star formation histories with e-folding times
in the range 0.3 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 and with a minimum model age
limit of 50 Myr to ensure physically meaningful mass estimates.
This results in a sample of 205 objects in the UDS and 191 objects
in COSMOS with M∗ > 1 × 1011 M in the 1 < z < 3 redshift
range, where this mass cut (corresponding to H160 = 24.5) provides
Figure 1. Comoving number densities of massive galaxies (M∗ > 1011 M) in the CANDELS–UDS (left), CANDELS–COSMOS (middle) and combined
fields (right). These number densities have been over-plotted with the values from Muzzin et al. (2013) for their M∗ > 1 × 1010 M and M∗ > 1 × 1011 M
mass bins, given by asterisks and crosses, respectively. As discussed, the slightly lower values reported by Muzzin et al. (2013) for galaxies within a similar
mass range to this study is not unexpected given the uncertainties associated with stellar mass estimates from SED fitting, especially given the steepness of the
stellar mass function in this high-mass regime.
MNRAS 444, 1001–1033 (2014)
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a mass-complete sample over the redshift range of this study with a
typical S/N for each object of >50σ .
The massive galaxy comoving number densities in both fields,
and the combined sample, are shown in Fig. 1. These have been
overplotted with the comoving number densities determined from
the latest stellar mass function study at 0.2 < z < 4 by Muzzin et al.
(2013), which was conducted over the full 1.62 deg2 of COSMOS
covered by UltraVISTA. These plots show the comoving number
densities for galaxies with derived stellar masses of M∗ > 1 ×
1010 M (in asterisks) and M∗ > 1 × 1011 M (in crosses), illus-
trating how the steepness of the mass function at this high-mass end
affects the number densities of objects. As can be seen, the number
densities for M∗ > 1 × 1011 M galaxies from Muzzin et al. (2013)
are a factor of ≈1.6 lower than the values for our combined sample.
However, the factor of 1.6 can be accounted for by an ∼35 per cent
decrease in the mass estimates derived by Muzzin et al. (2013) at
M∗  1 × 1011 M, which is consistent with the expected level of
systematic uncertainty associated with stellar masses derived from
SED fitting and different choices of star formation histories and
stellar population age ranges.
As the sample sizes and areas in the UDS and COSMOS fields
are comparable and there is good agreement between the comoving
number densities of the two fields, in the following sections the
science results are based on the combined UDS and COSMOS
sample, except for a few cases where the results are presented
individually, specifically to facilitate comparison between fields.
Finally, due to the difference in area coverage between the
WFC3 pointings and the accompanying ACS parallels taken as
part of CANDELS, the final sample which is subject to the
multiple-component multiwavelength morphological decomposi-
tion and SED fitting comprises 178 objects which have the required
photometry across all four of the CANDELS HST bands and have
a best-fitting model with a bulge+disc.
2.3 Star formation rates
The star formation rates for the UDS and COSMOS samples were
estimated from the best-fitting SED models and 24µm fluxes by
adopting the convention of Wuyts et al. (2011). Following this
scheme, if any of the objects in the sample has a 24µm counterpart
within a 2 arcsec radius in the SpUDS and S-COSMOS catalogues,
its star formation rate is given by
SFRUV+IR[M yr−1] = 1.09 × 10−10(LIR + 3.3L2800)/L, (1)
where L2800 = νLν(2800 Å) and LIR is the contribution from radia-
tion from hot young stars re-radiated by dust over the wavelength
range 8–1000µm. Objects which do not have 24µm counterparts,
have star formation rates calculated following Kennicutt (1998):
SFRUV,dust corrected[M yr−1] = 1.4 × 10−28 Lν(ergs s−1 Hz−1).
(2)
3 M U LT I P L E - C O M P O N E N T M O R P H O L O G Y
FITTING
The morphologies of the 396 objects in the combined UDS and
COSMOS sample have been fitted with both single and multiple-
Se´rsic light profiles using GALFIT (Peng et al. 2010a). The explicit
procedures adopted for this analysis have been presented in Bruce
et al. (2012). The fitting is conducted on 6 × 6 arcsec image stamps
of the objects and uses an empirical point spread function (PSF) gen-
erated from a median stack of the brightest (unsaturated) stars in the
individual fields. A comparison with fits determined from adopting
the latest CANDELS PSFs of van der Wel et al. (2012), which
are generated from Tiny Tim models at small radii and empirical
stacks further out, reveals that all fitted parameters are consistent to
within a few per cent. The procedure also adopts an object-by-object
background determination by calculating the median value within
an annular aperture centred on each source with an inner radius of
3 arcsec and an outer radius of 5 arcsec. The multiple-component
Se´rsic modelling was done by fitting a set of nested models to each
object comprising six models which are various combinations of
n = 1 exponential discs, n = 4 de Vaucouleurs bulges and a cen-
trally concentrated light profile component (here a PSF) to account
for any nuclear starbursts or AGN. The best-fitting model is then
determined by examining the χ2 statistics of each fit, where the
simplest model is adopted unless a more complex model is statis-
tically motivated at the >3σ level. This likelihood ratio approach
is adopted given the nested nature of our models, where the gen-
eral case is the bulge+disc+PSF model, and penalizes the more
complex fits appropriately.
This analysis provided acceptable multiple component model fits
for 163 objects in the COSMOS sample, and is combined with the
further 184 objects with acceptable model fits in the UDS field.
3.1 Mock galaxy simulations
In order to better quantify the systematic and random uncertainties
in the above decomposition procedure, we have generated a grid of
9216 mock galaxies of known morphological parameters and have
attempted to recover them with our fitting procedure. Similar sim-
ulations have been used previously to determine the uncertainties
on fitted model parameters with GALFIT for both single-component
(Ha¨ussler et al. 2007; Newman et al. 2012; van der Wel et al.
2012) and multiple-component (Davari et al. 2014) models. How-
ever, these have previously been limited to cases where the fitted
morphologies use only a single-Se´rsic model, with the exception
of Lang et al. (2014) who conduct similar bulge–disc decomposi-
tions on mass maps, but in contrast to our fitting method they allow
the centroid positions of their bulge and disc components to vary
slightly and they explicitly limit their fits so that the disc component
effective radius is always equal to or larger than that of the bulge
component. Thus, for this work, we conduct our own mock galaxy
simulations for n = 4 + n = 1 models.
All mock galaxies were generated to have the same total bright-
ness, corresponding to the median magnitude of our combined
CANDELS UDS and COSMOS sample at 21.8 mag [AB], and
were constructed to have B/T ratios 0.99, 0.95, 0.9, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25,
0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 to fully explore how our fitting method treats
these different contributions. The models were also created with:
bulge and disc effective radii of 1, 5, 10 and 20 pixels; axial ratios
of 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0; and relative position angles between the
components of 0, 30, 60 and 90 degrees.
The analysis of these simulated galaxies demonstrates that in
∼80 per cent of cases we are able to recover B/T ratios to within
10 per cent and that there is no significant systematic offset in
the recovered B/T ratios. Our tests also show that the sizes of the
individual components can be measured to within the accuracies
summarized in Table 1, for both pure bulge and disc, and mixed
component systems.
For the pure bulge and disc systems, the fractional systematic off-
set in the measured bulge and disc sizes, respectively, ranges from
1–5 per cent, increasing with the increasing model component size,
with the offset resulting in an underestimate of all sizes (except
for the smallest 1 pixel model, where the sizes are consistently
overestimated by ∼1–2 per cent). Systems which are a mixed
MNRAS 444, 1001–1033 (2014)
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Table 1. Tabulated results for the systematic and random fractional uncertainty on the recovered sizes of the bulge and disc components
from our multiple-Se´rsic mock galaxy simulations. This table is split into model components of different sizes to fully illustrate how reliable
the results from our fitting procedure are for different cases.
Model component Re
Fractional contribution Component Error 1 pixel 5 pixels 10 pixels 20 pixels
B/T > 0.9 Bulge Systematic offset 1.6 per cent 0.3 per cent 1.6 per cent 4.8 per cent
Random uncertainty 4.6 per cent 3.5 per cent 5.2 per cent 6.6 per cent
B/T < 0.1 Disc Systematic offset 0.9 per cent 0.9 per cent 2.0 per cent 3.8 per cent
Random uncertainty 1.6 per cent 1.6 per cent 2.1 per cent 3.9 per cent
0.1 < B/T < 0.9 Bulge Systematic offset 1.4 per cent 2.7 per cent 5.8 per cent 8.3 per cent
Random uncertainty 12.6 per cent 17.6 per cent 19.1 per cent 17.2 per cent
Disc Systematic offset 1.8 per cent 0.5 per cent 2.4 per cent 3.9 per cent
Random uncertainty 4.2 per cent 4.1 per cent 6.3 per cent 8.9 per cent
bulge+disc systems with 0.1 < B/T < 0.9 have similar
systematic offsets in the measured disc sizes, between 1−5 per
cent, but the recovered bulge sizes of these systems are offset by
1–10 per cent, again increasing with the increasing modelled sizes.
The fractional random uncertainties on the bulge and disc size mea-
surements, however, are roughly constant in the range ∼5–10 per
cent for the pure bulges and discs, and the disc components of mixed
systems. There is potential evidence that the disc sizes of pure discs
can be recovered more accurately; however, it is unclear whether
this is significant. Again, the derived bulge sizes of the mixed sys-
tems carry a larger uncertainty of 10–20 per cent, which further
demonstrates that the bulge components of mixed systems appear
to be the hardest to accurately constrain (as is generally acknowl-
edged), both in terms of their contribution to the overall light and
their effective radii. Given that the uncertainties on the bulge com-
ponent measurements become larger for the more extended bulge
models, this effect can be understood by considering that, in order
to constrain the model parameters of an n = 4 bulge component,
any model fitting is more heavily influenced by flux at larger radii,
where S/N is poorer, compared to an n = 1 disc-model fit which
can be constrained more accurately from the central flux from the
object alone.
Throughout the rest of this paper, it should be kept in mind that
all B/T light fractions can be considered accurate to within ∼10 per
cent and quoted component sizes are robust to the level of ∼10−20
per cent, including any effects from systematic offsets. However, it
should be noted that the accuracy with which we have been able to
determine these fitted parameters results from a sample which has
been selected to have S/N ≥ 50.
In addition to the uncertainties on our fitted sizes and light frac-
tions, the mock galaxy simulations have also allowed us to explore
any degeneracies involved in fitting multiple-component models
which contain a PSF component. The adoption of the additional
PSF component was motivated by the high (n > 10) single-Se´rsic
fits which were obtained in Bruce et al. (2012) and the effects of
including a PSF component in the single-Se´rsic fits are discussed
in Bruce et al. (2014). Here, we limit our discussion to the more
relevant cases of the multiple-Se´rsic + PSF fits.
We find that in only ∼3 per cent of cases the best-fitting multiple-
Se´rsic model will adopt a PSF component despite the fact that no
component was included in the model galaxy, although this fraction
drops to ∼0.3 per cent when we exclude those cases where one
of the components was modelled by a single pixel effective radius.
However, by explicitly examining these cases where one of the
model components has an effective radius equal to one pixel, we
find that in fact 90 per cent of these reff = 1 pixel bulge models
correctly avoid a best-fitting PSF component and 95 per cent of
1 pixel discs do the same.
Further exploration seems to suggest that the adoption of the
PSF component for these small component cases does not appear
to correlate with the flux or relative position angle of the small
component, but in the case of small bulges may, understandably,
be more prevalent for models with lower axial ratios, i.e. flatter,
small bulge models. Moreover, for these 1 pixel component models
which adopt a PSF best fit the flux of the small component is not
attributed to the PSF (even within ∼10 per cent) in >70 per cent of
these cases. Instead, the majority of the flux of the small component
is attributed to one or more of the bulge/disc components.
From these tests it is clear that the ‘spurious’ adoption of a PSF
component, despite being rare, is most common in cases where
there is a single pixel component, but it is not purely confined to
these cases. Thus, it appears that there are some degeneracies in
our fitting procedure when GALFIT is allowed to adopt an additional
PSF component which are not easily quantified, although these
occurrences are limited.
3.2 Extension to additional bands
In addition to the morphological analysis conducted on the H160-
band imaging, we have also utilized the accompanying WFC3 J125
pointings and ACS i814 and v606 parallels taken in both the CAN-
DELS UDS and COSMOS fields in order to extend our decompo-
sition across a broad wavelength range and explore how the com-
ponent contributions vary in the different bands. As the aim of this
study is to explore the morphology of the majority of the assembled
stellar mass within our 1<z< 3 galaxy sample, we have adopted the
H160-band models as they sample the galaxy light longwards of the
4000 Å break and are therefore less affected by contributions from
young stars. We then fixed all model parameters at the values de-
termined for the H160-band fits and in the fitting procedure allowed
only the magnitude of each component to vary as a free parameter.
This required keeping the centroids of the objects fixed, along with
the effective radius, axial ratio and position angle. During the fitting
across the additional J125, i814 and v606 bands, the background for
each object was calculated using the same procedure developed for
the H160 contribution, by taking the median value within an annulus
between 3 and 5 arcsec in radius. The σ maps for the χ2-fitting and
PSFs used were also taken from the corresponding mosaics of the
individual bands, while a single bad-pixel map was applied. This
map was constructed from the segmentation map of the H160 image,
rather than from each of the individual mosaics, as this was deemed
to be the best way to ensure consistent masking of companions in
relation to the master model fits across all bands. By fixing the rest
of the model parameters, we were able to scale the contributions of
the separate bulge and disc (and PSF) components across all four
of the bands and provide magnitudes for these components. During
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this fitting, ∼10−15 per cent of the sample were best fitted with a
very faint second component or with a single-component fit only.
In order to fully explore the best-fitting models for those objects,
we constructed a grid of different component magnitudes ranging
from 20 to 35 (well below the 5σ depths of the four bands) AB
magnitudes (in steps of 0.1 mag). Where the fitted magnitude of a
component in one of the three accompanying bands fell below the
1σ detection limit of the corresponding band, we disregarded the
model fitted to that component and set it as a non-detection in the
subsequent SED fitting.
As a check of the validity of this approach of fixing the model
parameters to the H160-band fit and allowing only the magnitudes of
the individual component to vary across the multiwavelength fitting,
we have conducted several tests of the effects of also allowing both
the effective radius and the effective radius plus the axial ratio to
float as free parameters. The full details for these tests are presented
in Appendix . In summary, despite the naive expectation that in bluer
bands the disc component of a galaxy will become more prominent
and affect the goodness of a fit locked at the H160 parameters, the
additional degrees of freedom introduced by allowing the re and b/a
parameters to be freely fitted significantly improve the fits for only
a small sub-set of the galaxies in our sample. Moreover, for objects
which were best fitted with an H160 bulge-only model, we also exper-
imented with allowing the addition of a disc component at the bluer
wavebands but again found that this did not deliver significant im-
provements in the model fits, although the number of these cases was
limited.
Thus, we have chosen to adopt fixed re and b/a parameter mod-
els for this multiwavelength morphological analysis in order to
avoid additional degrees of freedom, which are not required and
may introduce an additional degree of bias. It should also be noted
that the adoption of the fixed morphological parameter approach
delivered magnitudes for each component over the four-band wave-
length range available in this study, which transpire to yield realistic
colours for the bulges and discs. This feature of our fits verifies the
validity of this approach and further demonstrates the power in ap-
plying this simplified and well-constrained procedure. A representa-
tive example fit across all four bands is shown in Fig. 2 for an object
with an H160-band best-fitting model with B/T < 0.5 to demonstrate
how the contribution from the bulge component decreases at bluer
wavelengths, while the disc-component remains more prominent
in the blue bands, but is well fitted by the fixed-parameter model.
Further examples of the multiband fitting of objects with best-fitting
H160-band single- and multiple-component models are also given in
Appendix A.
4 D O U B L E - C O M P O N E N T SE D F I T T I N G
The photometry generated from the above multiwavelength mor-
phology fitting was then used to conduct separate bulge and disc
SED fitting in order to provide more accurate masses for the two
components. For this analysis, we used only the 178 objects in the
combined UDS and COSMOS sample which require both bulge
and disc components. As detailed in Bruce et al. (2012), one of the
conditions of the morphological decomposition is the criteria that
each component in an acceptable model fit must contain ≥10 per
cent of the total flux of the object. This safeguards against selecting
models which have a spurious additional component. However, for
the purposes of individual-component SED fitting, those objects
from the original fits which chose to incorporate a (≥10 per cent)
PSF component in their best-fitting model were modelled with only
a bulge and disc component to provide photometry as although the
addition of a PSF component can significantly influence the fitted
parameters of a single-Se´rsic model fit, in the majority of cases the
bulge and disc only model still provides a statistically acceptable
fit.
This decision to remove the PSF component was taken as sev-
eral tests into the correlation between the presence and strength of
a PSF component with X-ray, 24µm and radio counterparts have
provided no clear evidence that the adoption of a PSF compo-
nent is motivated by the presence of either an AGN or a nuclear
starburst. Moreover, as discussed in Section 3.1, from our mock
galaxy simulations, we find that there are a small number of cases
(∼3 per cent), where the best-fitting multiple-Se´rsic model will
adopt a PSF component despite the fact that no component was
included in the model galaxy. Therefore, despite this low level of
degeneracy, it is not clear how any such fitted PSF component, or
in fact any genuine PSF component, should be correctly physically
modelled in an SED fit.
It is well known that the physical properties, most importantly
the stellar masses, fitted by the template-fitting SED approach can
be strongly influenced by how well constrained the SEDs are by
data across a broad wavelength range, particularly at the red end,
where Spitzer IRAC data are important. In light of this, and given
the limitations of using only the four-band H160, J125, i814 and v606
decomposed photometry available from our CANDELS analysis,
we have adapted the SED-fitting code of Cirasuolo et al. (2007) to
additionally constrain the model fits to the four-band decomposed
photometry at the extreme blue and red ends. This is done by fitting
the sum of the bulge and disc photometry to the single-band pho-
tometry available at λ < 0.6µm and λ > 1.6µm which was used
previously in the full single-component SED fitting.
In brief, the SED-fitting code of Cirasuolo et al. (2007) generates
a grid of different SED models from the input stellar population
synthesis templates, dust correction steps, allowed ages, redshifts
and star formation histories. At each point in this grid a χ2 fit is per-
formed between the data and the SED model using the uncertainty
on each photometric data point. In order to allow the additional con-
straints to be applied at the red and blue ends, we have adapted the
SED-fitting code to allow simultaneous fitting to both the bulge and
disc component photometry. This allows us to ensure that during
the fitting procedure the separate bulge and disc SED models are
not only fitted to the relevant decomposed photometry, but that the
sum of these two models is also fitted to the overall photometry for
the whole object in the u′ (and B band for UDS), K/Ks, 3.6µm and
4.5µm bands.
The errors on the input decomposed photometry data points were
determined for each component by constructing a grid of different
component magnitudes ranging from −10 to +10 mag (in steps of
0.1 mag) from the component magnitude in the best-fitting H160
model (fixing all parameters) and re-running GALFIT to generate χ2
values for each of these different magnitude grid steps. This allowed
the error on, for example, the bulge component magnitude to be
estimated including also the (correlated) uncertainty on the disc
component magnitude by exploring the two-dimensional parameter
space. The error on each component magnitude was then taken to be
the 1σ level of the bulge–disc χ2-contour for each object, unless this
value fell below the minimum error limit imposed from the error
associated with the direct measurement of the object magnitudes
from the image, where this value is taken to be 0.1 mag, in which
case this 0.1 mag error was adopted.
Upon conducting tests of this approach and comparing the final
SED fits of the separate and combined bulge and disc components
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Figure 2. Image stamps for an example fit for a bulge+disc object with B/T < 0.5. Here, the stamps are again ranked from left to right by decreasing
wavelength: H160, J125, i814 and v606. The vertical placement is as follows, from top to bottom: images, best-fitting combined bulge+disc models, individual
best-fitting bulge components, individual best-fitting disc components, combined model residuals. The residual maps have been rescaled with respect to the
image and model stamps to allow easier viewing. They have been cut at −5 to +10σ of the background in the H band.
to the single-component original SED fit it was discovered that in
the u′ and B bands often the flux of the total object measured from
the SEXTRACTOR isomagnitude was significantly brighter than the
sum of the modelled bulge and disc components. This is due to the
effect of close companions in the H160-band image which, in that
band, contribute a negligible amount to the total flux of the object
and have not been de-blended by SEXTRACTOR. However, as the
H160 SEXTRACTOR segmentation map has been used in dual mode
to measure the isomagnitude fluxes of each of the objects in the
accompanying bands, the flux of these close companions can begin
to dominate the total flux at the shorter wavelengths (where the
high-redshift galaxy is faint).
We have accounted for this effect by re-measuring the flux for our
objects in the blue bands within a 2.5 arcsec radius aperture, which
is sufficient to include the full extent of the flux from the object,
whilst minimizing the contamination from the close companions.
It is these values which are used to constrain the SED fits in the u′
and B bands.
An example SED fit is given in Fig. 3 for the same object shown
in Fig. 2 with an H160-band B/T < 0.5 best-fitting model. Here the
single-component photometry points and best-fitting SED are given
in black (points and line, respectively), and have been overplotted
with the disc component photometry and the corresponding best-
fitting decomposed disc SED model in blue, and the best-fitting
bulge component photometry and decomposed bulge SED model in
red. The sum of the best-fitting bulge and disc SED models is shown
in green, and can be directly compared to the single-component fit
in black. Finally, the green points, and their error bars, are the re-
measured 2.5 arcsec radius photometry for the blue bands. as this
object is in the UDS field it has re-measured photometry for both
the u′ and B bands. Further examples of double-component SED
fits are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 3. The SED fit for the example object shown in Fig. 2. Plotted as black data points and the solid black line is the total, overall galaxy photometry (with
its associated error bars) and the corresponding best-fitting single-component SED. In blue is the modelled disc component photometry and the corresponding
best-fitting decomposed disc SED model, and in red is the modelled bulge photometry and the best-fitting decomposed bulge SED model. Overplotted in green
is the sum of the best-fitting bulge and disc SED models, which can be directly compared to the single-component fit in black and can be seen to be in good
agreement with the overall galaxy photometry. Finally, the green point, and its error bar, is the re-measured 2.5 arcsec radius photometry for the u′ band.
4.1 The effect of stellar template choice on stellar mass
estimates and ages
During the simultaneous SED fitting of the separate bulge and disc
components, the dust attenuation, ages and star formation histories
of each component were allowed to vary freely and independently.
This provides a clear distinction between our approach for multiple-
component SED fitting, based purely on morphological decompo-
sitions, and the ‘double-burst model’ fits of e.g. Michałowski et al.
(2012), who fit one set of photometry points with a composite of
constrained old and young stellar components.
The adoption of multiple stellar population components can sig-
nificantly influence the best-fitting SED models so we have exam-
ined the impact of adopting different constraints and limitations
on the input model parameters during our multiple-component fit-
ting. For the single-component SED fitting, a minimum age limit of
50 Myr was necessary to ensure that, when fitting old objects with
some on-going star formation, the χ2 minimization model param-
eter space did not become restricted to un-physically young ages
with large amounts of dust extinction. By adding the extra degrees
of freedom to the models associated with the second component, no
such age restriction was needed for the multiple-component fitting.
We have also experimented with limiting the star formation histories
implemented in the models which are fitted (always adopting BC03
models). By running fits with both components limited to (i) pure
burst histories (τ = 0), (ii) the components limited to 0.3 ≤ τ (Gyr)
≤ 5, (iii) the full set of models (0 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5), we have explored
the effect on the mass determinations and the accompanying fitted
ages of each component.
Having conducted this comparison, we find that the full 0 ≤
τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 set of star formation history models produce total
bulge+disc component masses which are most comparable to the
single-component SED fit masses (central panel of Fig. 4). Reassur-
ingly, these models also represent the scenario in which we have ap-
plied the least constraints to the physical models fitted. By including
the additional degrees of freedom from the second component there
is no longer any physically motivated reason to restrict either com-
ponent in age or star formation history, as a second younger burst,
or exponentially decaying star-forming population can reasonably
account for any continued or recent star formation superimposed
on an older, redder population. A complete discussion of the ages
Figure 4. Stellar mass estimates from double-burst models (left), double 0 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 models (middle) and double 0.3 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 models plotted
against the mass estimates from the single-component SED fits. These panels clearly demonstrate that the double 0 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 models provide stellar mass
estimates which are more comparable to the single-component masses.
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The bulge-disc evolution of massive galaxies 1009
and star formation histories of the best-fitting models is given in
Appendix C.
The ability of the multiwavelength photometry for the bulge
and disc components (which has been decomposed based purely
on their H160-band morphologies) to produce colours which are
well fitted by physically motivated SED templates demonstrates
the validity of this technique, as it is clear that no fixed cor-
relation or pre-determined trends with colour (such as the poly-
nomial wavelength dependences implemented in the single-Se´rsic
and multiple-component multiwavelength-fitting package of Meg-
aMorph Ha¨ußler et al. (2013) and Vika et al. (2013) to fit lower S/N
objects) are required.
4.2 Separate-component star formation rates
In addition to the overall galaxy specific star formation rate (sSFR)
estimates discussed in Section 2.3, the decomposed sSFRs of the
individual components have also been determined from SED fit-
ting of the individual-component photometry using models which
include bursts and exponentially declining star formation histories
in the range 0.1 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5. Previous single-component SED-
fitting studies by Wuyts et al. (2011) found, when comparing star
formation rates determined from dust-corrected SED fitting with
those from combinations of non-dust-corrected UV and infra-red
contributions (SFRUV+IR) that the adoption of very sharply declin-
ing star formation e-folding time-scales, τ < 0.3 Gyr, provided
statistically improved SED fits, but that these fits had stellar popu-
lation ages which were unrealistically young and had star formation
rates that were systematically lower than the estimates derived from
SFRUV+IR. As a result, they suggested removing such short e-folding
time-scales for SED fitting and it is this approach which we have
adopted for the SED fitting of the single components.
However, from the careful SED fitting comparisons conducted
for the double-component models, we have found that the extra
degrees of freedom incorporated with the addition of the second
component remove the bias of including these sharply declining
star formation histories in the SED fits. This has been found from
examination of the ages of the old stellar component, which show
that they are no longer biased towards implausibly young values
and show an age distribution comparable to the ages of the single-
component fits which were limited to the 0.3 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 sub-
set (see Appendix C Fig. C1). Furthermore, by adding a second
component, we have also allowed the model fits to include the
case of burst star formation histories. The inclusion of a second
component allows for the superposition of an old population, which
experienced a burst of star formation in the past, with an additional
population exhibiting on-going or slowly declining star formation.
However, while the incorporation of burst models in the double-
component SED fitting has been validated by the above exploration,
burst models obviously do not provide any estimates for even low
levels of on-going star formation in young components.
As a result, the star formation rates derived for the separate-
component modelling may be underestimated in comparison with
the star formation rates derived from the single-component SED
fitting, which was forced to have some level of on-going star forma-
tion activity by adopting 0.3 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5. Thus, in order to better
reconcile these two approaches, for the double-component model
results we adopt different sSFR estimates for the several possible
modelled scenarios, as follows.
(i) For fits with double-τ (0.1 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5) models, we use
the UV dust-corrected star formation rates (using the independent
Figure 5. Relation between the ages of the young component of the double-
burst models and the star formation rates from the single-component SED
fit, illustrating good overall agreement between the ages of the components
to which all star formation activity in the galaxy has been attributed, and the
overall star formation rates for the galaxies.
component best-fitting Av extinction values) from the SED mod-
els of each component and divide through by the corresponding
modelled mass of those components to provide the sSFR for each
component separately.
(ii) For fits with double-burst models, where both components are
older than 500 Myr, we deem them both to be passive and allocate
them a sSFR = 10−12 yr−1. Where one burst component is young
(<500 Myr), we attribute the entire star formation rate derived from
the limited single-component SED fitting to that young component
and calculate the sSFR by dividing through by the mass of that
component modelled from the decomposed photometry, and assume
the old component is passive and adopt a sSFR = 10−12 yr−1.
(iii) For a single burst + τ model, we generate a sSFR for the τ
model based on the UV dust-corrected SED fitting star formation
rate and mass of that component from the decomposed photometry
and for the burst model we adopt the passive limit of sSFR =
10−12 yr−1.
In this way, we have best accounted for the mass decomposition
of the objects, by adopting a model which can incorporate both a
burst and steeply declining star formation rate for one or both of the
components, and have provided an indication of the star formation
rates in each component, which otherwise would not have been
achievable for model fits of burst star formation histories. In fact,
Fig. 5 demonstrates the general correlation between the ages of
the young components from the double-burst models and the star
formation rates estimated from the single-component SED fitting.
Additional checks of this approach are presented in Appendix C.
5 MO R P H O L O G I C A L E VO L U T I O N
The evolution of the overall morphology of galaxies at 1 < z < 3
can provide important insights into the physical processes which
govern galaxy evolution, especially as there is growing evidence
that it is within this epoch that massive galaxies are undergoing dra-
matic structural transformations (e.g. Buitrago et al. 2008; Fo¨rster
Schreiber et al. 2009; Mortlock et al. 2013). For completeness, we
first present the separate CANDELS-UDS and COSMOS samples
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Table 2. Top : the percentages of the re-selected UDS sample of 184 objects with multiple-component best fits corresponding to each
of the six fitted models. Middle: the percentages of the final COSMOS sample of 163 objects for each best-fitting model. Bottom: the
percentages of the combined UDS+COSMOS samples of 347 objects for each of the best-fitting models.
Bulge Bulge +PSF Disc Disc +PSF Bulge +disc Bulge+disc +PSF
UDS 10 ± 2 per cent 1 ± 1 per cent 17 ± 3 per cent 8 ± 2 per cent 59 ± 7 per cent 5 ± 2 per cent
COSMOS 15 ± 3 per cent 2 ± 1 per cent 15 ± 3 per cent 13 ± 3 per cent 42 ± 6 per cent 13 ± 3 per cent
Combined 12 ± 2 per cent 2 ± 1 per cent 16 ± 2 per cent 10 ± 2 per cent 51 ± 5 per cent 9 ± 2 per cent
split by fractions into the different best-fitting models, to allow
comparison between the fields.
From Table 2, it can be seen that, overall, there is good agreement
between the fractions of objects best fitted by the different models
between the CANDELS-UDS and COSMOS samples. However,
this direct comparison also highlights that there are fewer objects
fitted with a bulge+disc model in COSMOS compared to UDS, but
more have a bulge+disc+PSF best-fitting model. Nevertheless, this
difference is small, and while only part of the discrepancy can be
attributed to cosmic variance (Newman & Davis 2002), the small
number statistics involved do not provide significant evidence for
any biases in the fitting of morphologies between these two fields.
Moreover, it should also be noted, from this table, that overall the
fractions of ‘pure’ bulge and disc galaxies are statistically compa-
rable in both fields. The fractions for the overall combined sample
are given in the bottom line of Table 2, where they can be seen to
be statistically consistent with those given for both the UDS and
COSMOS fields.
5.1 Trends with redshift
In order to explore how the overall morphologies of these massive
1 < z < 3 galaxies evolve with redshift, and keeping in mind that
our fitted B/T fractions are accurate to better than ∼10 per cent,
we have binned the samples at z < 2 and z > 2 and have calcu-
lated the comoving number densities of objects split according to
the different morphology discriminators: B/T > 0.5 and D/T > 0.5
(where D/T is used to avoid confusion arising from a PSF compo-
nent contributing a significant fraction); B/T > 0.7, D/T > 0.7 and
intermediate objects; and B/T > 0.9 and D/T > 0.9 and interme-
diate objects. The results from this binning, determined based on
the multiple-component SED fitting masses, are shown in Fig. 6,
where the three rows are split further into the UDS, COSMOS and
combined samples. These number densities have been overplotted
with the total number density of galaxies in each redshift bin to
demonstrate how the overall number of galaxies falls above z =
2. Compared to comoving number density fractions obtained from
using cuts based on the H160 light fractions alone, these plots have a
larger number of bulge-dominated systems, which is to be expected
from the decomposed mass analysis due to the more evolved stellar
populations and consequently higher mass-to-light ratios of bulge
systems compared to discs. Nevertheless, to first order these plots
reveal that, as previously found in Bruce et al. (2012), in the UDS
field the massive galaxy population is dominated by disc struc-
tures above z = 2 and becomes an increasing mix of bulge+disc
morphologies below this, with no evidence even by z = 1
for the emergence of pure bulge systems. The rise in intermediate
objects is similar in both the UDS and COSMOS fields. However,
the COSMOS sample appears to show a less significant trend for
the demise of dominant discs below z = 2 as the redshift evolution
for the D/T > 0.7 and D/T > 0.9 cuts is much flatter within the
errors, and actually increases with redshift for the D/T > 0.5 cut.
These results appear to reveal significant evidence for a difference
between the two fields.
However, when considering the evolution in the number of ob-
jects with disc- and bulge-dominated morphologies in these plots,
the overall evolution in the total number of galaxies in each redshift
bin must also be taken into account, as it can clearly be seen that the
total number of z > 2 galaxies is significantly less than the number
of objects at z < 2. In order to better interpret these results, we
have plotted the fraction of the total number of objects in each red-
shift bin which are split into bulge- and disc dominated according
to the three different cuts in Fig. 7, again using the decomposed
stellar mass estimates. From inspection of this plot, the variation
between the disc-dominated trends with redshift between the fields
is somewhat less prominent, although still present, and the evolution
of the intermediate bulge+disc fractions remain consistent. This is
also the case if the morphological cuts were based only upon the
H160-band light fractions.
This discrepancy between the two fields is somewhat surpris-
ing given the results from Table 2, which show that there are the
same fraction of galaxies classified as ‘pure’ bulges and discs in
both fields. Further exploration of this issue revealed differences
in the photometric-redshift distributions of both the bulge- and
disc-dominated systems between the fields. These distributions are
shown in Fig. 8 with the distributions for the UDS field on the
left given in blue for the D/T > 0/5 galaxies and red for the B/T
> 0/5, and the COSMOS fits on the right. It can be seen from
these figures that there is a sharp peak in the redshift distribution
of disc-dominated galaxies in the UDS at z ≈ 2, which is perhaps
indicative of a photometric-redshift focusing effect. There is also
a steeper decline in the number of bulge-dominated systems above
z ∼ 2 in the UDS field compared to COSMOS. These two effects
act together to produce a flatter redshift evolution of discs compared
to bulges in the COSMOS field.
The peaked redshift distribution of the disc-dominated objects in
the UDS required further exploration to ensure that our results have
not been biased by photometric-redshift focusing effects. This issue
is well known for objects with relatively flat SEDs where there are
no strong breaks for the SED template fitting approach to fit to and
so may preferentially occur for the disc-dominated galaxies in our
sample. Plausibly, this may also be more of an issue for the UDS
sample due to the accompanying optical and near-IR photometry
utilized for the SED fitting, as the UDS field makes use of much
shallower Y-band data compared to the COSMOS field.
In order to test for this effect, we have cross-matched our sam-
ple with the CANDELS-UDS photometric-redshift catalogue of
Dahlen et al. (2013). The Dahlen et al. photometric-redshift cata-
logue is constructed using a Bayesian approach which uses the red-
shift probability distributions of six different photometric-redshift
fits using different photometric-redshift fitting codes. Adopting the
Dahlen et al. redshifts for our sources has a marginal effect on
the redshift distribution of the disc-dominated galaxies in our UDS
sample, but does not affect the trends for the combined UDS and
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Figure 6. The comoving number densities of the samples split by the different bulge and disc-dominated criteria according to their SED-fitting individual-
component stellar mass fractions. The top panels show the UDS sample, the middle panels are the COSMOS sample, and the bottom panels are for the
combined UDS+COSMOS total sample. The blue data points and lines are for the disc-dominated galaxies, shown in red are the bulge-dominated galaxies
and in green are galaxies classified as intermediate bulge+disc systems. The left-hand panels split the populations according to B/T > 0.5 and D/T > 0.5, the
middle panels adopt B/T > 0.7, D/T > 0.7 and intermediate objects, and the right-hand panels use B/T > 0.9, D/T > 0.9 and intermediate objects.
COSMOS sample. Therefore, we have concluded for this work
that our overall results are not biased by this issue and so present
the trends displayed by the combined UDS and COSMOS samples,
simply noting that the separate UDS and COSMOS samples display
some differences which are at least partly due to cosmic variance
(Newman & Davis 2002).
In conclusion, the combined UDS and COSMOS samples re-
veal that the fraction of bulge-dominated galaxies remains rela-
tively flat across the 1 < z < 3 redshift range covered by this
study, particularly when considering the ‘pure’ bulges with B/T
> 0.9, where even at z < 2 these most massive galaxies are pre-
dominantly mixed bulge+disc systems and a significant fraction
of ‘pure’ bulges, comparable to the giant elliptical systems which
dominate the massive galaxy population locally, are yet to emerge.
Despite the above discussion, there is still some evidence for the
demise of disc-dominated systems below z = 2, both from the frac-
tions determined from the H160 light fractions and the decomposed
stellar masses. This becomes particularly evident when comparing
the fraction of disc-dominated galaxies to not only the bulge domi-
nated, but also the intermediate objects, as it is clear that z = 2 still
marks a key phase below which these most massive galaxies gain
an increasing contribution from bulge components. The strongest
trend evident from this analysis is the increase in the intermediate
classification with decreasing redshift, which may reveal the rise of
S0 type galaxies within this redshift regime. This trend is noticeably
stronger when cutting by H160 light fraction than decomposed mass.
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Figure 7. The fraction of the total number of objects in each sample classified by the different bulge and disc-dominated criteria according to their decomposed
SED-fitting stellar mass fractions. The top panels show the UDS sample, the middle panels are the COSMOS sample and the bottom panels are for the
combined UDS+COSMOS total sample. The same configuration is used as in Fig. 6. By adopting the fractions determined from the stellar mass contributions
and comparing them to those from the H160 light fractions, it can be seen that the most massive galaxies become increasingly mixed bulge+disc systems
morphologically from z ∼ 3 to 1, but their masses become even more bulge dominated.
However, this is to be expected from the fact that bulge components
are more dominant in terms of their contribution to the mass of
the galaxy, so the decomposed mass trends show a weaker trend
in the increase of intermediate systems but display a larger increase
in the fraction of bulge-dominated systems.
6 STA R FO R M AT I O N E VO L U T I O N
In the following sections, we combine the information from the
decomposed morphological analysis with star formation activity
estimates from both the overall galaxy, and the decomposed esti-
mates for the separate bulge and disc components, to probe how
the morphological transformations witnessed in this 1 < z < 3
redshift regime are linked to the process, or processes, responsible
for star formation quenching. In order to facilitate better compari-
son with other studies, we have also compared our passivity cut at
sSFR < 10−10 yr−1 from the overall galaxy SED fitting to colour–
colour cuts from UVJ diagrams following Williams et al. (2009),
and find good agreement between the two techniques for separating
star-forming and passive galaxies.
6.1 Star formation and morphology
In Figs 9–11, we present plots of the total sSFR for each galaxy
against both the single Se´rsic-index and the bulge/total light fraction
for the UDS, COSMOS and combined fields, respectively.
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Figure 8. Redshift distributions of the bulge- and disc-dominated compo-
nents using the B/T > 0.5 and D/T > 0.5 criteria for the UDS and COSMOS
samples separately. Comparison of these distributions reveals a peak in the
redshift distribution of the disc-dominated galaxies in the UDS at z ∼ 2,
possibly indicative of redshift focusing in this sample. However, this com-
parison also shows that the number of bulge-dominated galaxies falls-off
more steeply in the UDS than in COSMOS. This abundance of z > 2 bulge-
dominated galaxies in COSMOS will also contribute to the flatter evolution
of the fraction of disc-dominated galaxies in COSMOS.
Figure 9. sSFR for the galaxies in the UDS sample versus Se´rsic index
(left) and bulge/total H160 light fractions (right). Galaxies with a 24µm
counterpart from either SpUDS or S-COSMOS have been highlighted by
the blue stars, and a box has been placed around the passive (sSFR <
10−10 yr−1) disc-dominated galaxies as judged by both n < 2.5 and B/T <
0.5. Comparison with the similar figure in Bruce et al. (2012) shows that
the adoption of the re-evaluated star formation rates for the UDS sample has
removed objects which have a 24µm counterpart from the passive region of
the plot, but a significant number of passive discs and star-forming bulges
remain.
The fraction of passive galaxies (from the overall galaxy sSFR)
which are disc-dominated and star-forming galaxies which are bulge
dominated in each field are given in Tables 3 and 4. There is also
a comparable fraction of both passive disc-dominated and star-
forming bulge-dominated galaxies in both fields, judging morphol-
ogy by either the single-Se´rsic index cut at n = 2.5 or by the de-
composed B/T = 0.5 measure, with ∼30 per cent of all passive or
star-forming galaxies being disc- or bulge dominated, respectively.
However, one notable variation between the fields is the larger
number of B/T = 0 passive discs in COSMOS than in the UDS. For
the COSMOS field there are five objects within this range that are
best fitted by a ‘pure’ disc, and another 10 objects which are best
fit with a disc+PSF model (it is worth noting that for the disc+PSF
fits none of the PSF fractions exceed 30 per cent, thus these objects
would remain disc dominated even in the extreme case where all
of the PSF flux was attributed to the bulge component). The cor-
responding numbers for the UDS are three ‘pure’ discs and four
Figure 10. sSFR for the galaxies in the COSMOS sample versus Se´rsic
index (left) and bulge/total H160 light fractions (right). Galaxies with a
24µm counterpart from either SpUDS or S-COSMOS have been highlighted
by the blue stars, and a box has been placed around the passive (sSFR <
10−10 yr−1) disc-dominated galaxies as judged by both n < 2.5 and B/T <
0.5. In comparison to the UDS sample, the COSMOS sample has the same
overall number of objects in the star-forming bulge- and disc dominated and
the passive bulge- and disc-dominated sub-populations; however, they do
appear to be more passive B/T = 0 discs in COSMOS, but these numbers
are very small and may be affected by cosmic variance.
Figure 11. sSFR for the galaxies in the combined UDS+COSMOS sample
versus Se´rsic index (left) and bulge/total H160 light fractions (right). Galaxies
with a 24µm counterpart from either SpUDS or S-COSMOS have been
highlighted by the blue stars, and a box has been placed around the passive
(sSFR < 10−10 yr−1) disc-dominated galaxies as judged by both n < 2.5
and B/T < 0.5.
Table 3. The fractions of passive galaxies which are disc domi-
nated, split by field and using both the single-Se´rsic and multiple-
component classifications.
Field n < 2.5 B/T < 0.5
UDS 38 ± 7 per cent 30 ± 7 per cent
COSMOS 43 ± 8 per cent 37 ± 7 per cent
Combined 41 ± 5 per cent 33 ± 5 per cent
Table 4. The fractions of star-forming galaxies which are bulge
dominated, split by field and using both the single-Se´rsic and
multiple-component classifications.
Field n > 2.5 B/T > 0.5
UDS 33 ± 8 per cent 31 ± 6 per cent
COSMOS 26 ± 7 per cent 26 ± 7 per cent
Combined 30 ± 5 per cent 29 ± 5 per cent
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disc+PSF objects. Given the low number statistics involved, and
that overall, as shown in Table 2, the same fraction of the popu-
lation in both samples has been best fitted by disc and disc+PSF
models, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from these numbers.
Moreover, given that the addition of a PSF component may indicate
the presence of an AGN or nuclear starburst, we have tried to search
for any evidence of AGN activity from the X-ray and radio cata-
logues available in both the UDS and COSMOS fields, but found
no counterparts within a 4 arcsec matching radius for the X-ray cat-
alogues and 2 arcsec matching radius for the radio catalogues, for
any of the ‘pure’ discs or disc+PSF fits. Given the objects being
fitted are from CANDELS images of the same S/N there is also no
reason to attribute this difference between fields to biases from the
adoption of a spurious additional PSF in the fitting procedure, as
explored with the simulations. In addition to this, from examining
the spatial positioning of these objects in both fields, we find no
obvious evidence of clustering. Thus, we simply conclude that the
classification of these objects is equally robust and unbiased in both
fields, and attribute the offset in the small numbers to shot noise.
The verification of a significant population of both star-forming
bulge-dominated galaxies and passive disc-dominated objects is
particularly interesting as they may suggest that the processes which
quench star formation are distinct from those which drive morpho-
logical evolution. Despite previously limited evidence for these pop-
ulations (McGrath et al. 2008; Stockton et al. 2008; Cameron et al.
2011; van der Wel et al. 2011; Bruce et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012),
more recently, the presence of a significant passive disc-dominated
population has been corroborated by studies such as McLure et al.
(2013), Chang et al. (2013b), Fan et al. (2013), Lee et al. (2013),
Talia et al. (2013) and Lang et al. (2014). However, these studies use
a mixture of single-Se´rsic, non-parametric and visual morphological
classifications, with the exception of van der Wel et al. (2011) and
Lang et al. (2014) who perform double-component n = 1 +free fits
and n = 1 + n = 4 fits but adopt star formation rates for the galaxy
as a whole. This approach may be prone to misclassification if, for
example, the bulge component of the galaxy dominates in terms of
stellar mass in which case the galaxy should arguably no longer
be classified as disc dominated and, moreover, the sSFR of the
disc-only component may in fact be above the passivity threshold.
This is clearly also a concern for the star-forming bulge-dominated
galaxies, where one might expect the decomposition to reveal that,
while the overall galaxy sSFR > 10−10 yr−1, the bulge component
itself is passive and the star formation activity is limited to the disc
component. In order to explore how many of the passive discs and
star-forming bulges in our sample may be prone to misclassification
based on the adoption of the overall galaxy star formation rate and
morphological light-based bulge and disc fractions, we have ex-
amined the individual-component stellar masses and star formation
rates for all objects within these populations.
6.2 Passive discs
Of the 184 passive galaxies in the full sample, only 146 are covered
by both the ACS and WFC3 pointings and so have been modelled
by the decomposed SED fitting.
Out of these 146 passive galaxies, 16 have been best fitted with
either a ‘pure’ disc or disc+PSF model (13 in COSMOS and three
in the UDS). These objects have therefore not been subjected to
the decomposed SED fitting, and given the above discussion on the
lack of any 24µm, X-ray or radio counterparts for these systems,
we have no reason to assume they have any obscured star formation
and/or AGN activity. Thus, we have adopted the overall galaxy star
formation rate for these galaxies and report them as genuine pure
passive discs. For completeness, for the case of only the ‘pure’ discs,
there are two in the UDS and four in COSMOS.
In addition to the ‘pure’ disc and disc+PSF fits, there are 30
objects which are passive and disc dominated which have been
fitted with a multiple-component model. In order to report the most
conservative and robust fraction of passive disc-dominated galaxies
in our sample using the decomposed stellar mass and star formation
rate estimates, we have adopted the criteria that these objects must
be classified as passive with a total bulge+disc decomposed sSFR <
10−10 yr−1 and a decomposed disc sSFR < 10−10 yr−1 (where we
have used the decomposed disc stellar mass to calculate the sSFR).
This leaves 26/30 candidates as passive, where these objects all
additionally had decomposed bulge sSFR < 10−10 yr−1. Finally, to
remain in the passive disc-dominated population, we required that
the objects must be classified as disc dominated by their decomposed
disc/bulge+disc stellar masses. Imposing this criterion removed 15
galaxies and left 11 galaxies which are genuinely passive and disc
dominated by even our strictest definitions.
These 11 passive disc-dominated galaxies were then combined
with the 16 ‘pure’ disc and disc+PSF objects and are taken as a
fraction of the 146 passive galaxies. This provides the estimate that
(27/146) 18 ± 5 per cent of all passive galaxies are disc dominated.
This fraction becomes 12 ± 3 per cent if the objects with a best
model fit with a disc+PSF are removed. However, given that the
results from our simulations reveal that in ≥90 per cent of models
which have a compact bulge component our fitting procedure is
able to correctly attribute the flux from the model component to a
bulge rather than a PSF, it is evident that these disc+PSF fits are not
significantly contaminated by disc-dominated objects which host a
centrally compact bulge, and in any case the PSF fractions of these
fits do not exceed 30 per cent. Therefore, these objects are still disc
dominated and there is no obvious reason to remove them.
An example of one of the passive disc-dominated galaxies which
is best fitted with a bulge+disc model and has been subjected to de-
composed SED fitting is shown in Fig 12, where we have displayed
the master H160 6 × 6 arcsec image, the best-fitting bulge+disc
model, the bulge component of the best-fitting model, the disc com-
ponent of the best-fitting model, and the residual stamp. These
images clearly illustrate that this is a genuinely morphologically
disc-dominated galaxy, the disc component is not some remnant of
poor fitting, and that the model is a good fit to the galaxy. We have
also included the best-fitting model SED output for this galaxy. As
before, the blue data points and line represent the disc component,
the red data points and line represent the bulge component, and the
sum of the best-fitting bulge and disc SED model is given in green.
This SED demonstrates the quality of the fit to the photometry and
the genuine passivity of the disc component. In order to provide the
most conservative estimates of the passive disc-dominated fraction,
we have also ensured that even by adopting the limited sub-set of
SED models with 0.3 < τ (Gyr) < 5, which forces the galaxy to
have at least some low level of measurable on-going star formation,
the disc components of this population remain passive. The best-
fitting SED using this limited τ model sub-set is given in the bottom
panels of Fig. 12 and serves to further confirm the classification of
this object.
6.3 Star-forming bulges
We have also examined the decomposed stellar mass and star forma-
tion rate estimates for the star-forming bulge-dominated systems.
Again, only a limited sub-set of these objects have been covered
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Figure 12. One of the genuinely passive disc-dominated galaxies as judged by the most conservative criteria on the decomposed fits. The H160 6 × 6 arcsec
stamps are shown. The first row, from left to right, contains the image stamp, the best-fitting multiple-component model, the residual map, the best-fitting bulge
model component only and the disc only component. The second row displays the best fit 0 < τ (Gyr) < 5 decomposed SED models. For completeness, the
bottom row contains the 0.3 < τ (Gyr) < 5 SED fits, which force the models to adopt a minimum low level of on-going star formation.
by both WFC3 and ACS pointings, which gives a total of 136 star-
forming galaxies. Out of these, 11 are best fitted by ‘pure’ bulges
(comprising six objects in COSMOS and five objects in the UDS)
and there are an additional two objects best fitted by bulge+PSF
models. There are also 24 candidate star-forming bulge-dominated
galaxies with best-fitting multiple component models.
For these 24 candidate star-forming bulge-dominated systems, we
then insist that in order to remain in this sample they must be bulge
dominated in terms of their bulge/bulge+disc decomposed stellar
mass fractions, and that the bulge sSFR > 10−10 yr−1. Only four
objects meet these criteria, as in the vast majority of cases the star
formation rate decomposition reveals that it is the disc components
which are active. For all four of these objects, the disc component
has a sSFR < 10−10 yr−1. As above, we also further restrict the
sample to the most conservative fraction by requiring that, when
the limited 0.3 < τ (Gyr) < 5 SED models are adopted, the bulge
component remains star forming. In one of the four cases the limited
τ SED models fit both the disc and bulge components with sSFR <
10−10 yr−1. This suggests that this best-fitting model is particularly
degenerate so this object is removed from the sample and we have
retained only three robust star-forming bulge-dominated galaxies.
Visual examination of one of these object revealed that it was
a misclassified AGN and has in fact been identified as a Type1,
unobscured, AGN by Trump et al. (2009). Therefore, we have re-
moved it from the star-forming bulge population and combine the
two remaining bulge-dominated systems with the 11 ‘pure’ bulges
and the two bulge+PSF fits, and comparing them to the 136 star-
forming galaxies also with ACS coverage, provides an estimate for
(15/135) 11 ± 3 per cent of all star-forming galaxies to be bulge-
dominated systems.
These two star-forming bulge-dominated bulge+disc systems are
shown in Figs 13 and 14. These plots show the master H160 and blue
v606 stamps for the images, best-fitting models, separate model bulge
and disc components and residuals, and justify that for the first two
objects in Figs 13 and 14 these bulge-dominated morphologies are
good fits to the objects. For these star-forming bulges, we have also
shown the best-fitting SED models and below them the same best-
fitting models this time corrected for the modelled dust obscuration.
These dust-corrected SEDs allow a direct comparison between the
contribution to the flux of the galaxy at the blue end from the bulge
and disc components and have been included as they support the
classification of the bulge components as star forming.
Finally, we have also explored the mass and redshift distributions
for the entire star-forming bulge-dominated galaxy population, us-
ing the overall sSFR < 10−10 yr−1 and B/T > 0.5 H160 light-fraction
criteria to obtain larger numbers for comparison and find that the
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Figure 13. The first genuinely star-forming bulge-dominated galaxy in our sample. The first row displays the 6 × 6 stamps for the H160 images. From left to
right they are the image stamp, the best-fitting multiple-component model, the residual, the bulge component of the best-fitting model and the disc component
of the best-fitting model. The second row follows the same configuration for the blue v606 stamps. The third row show the best-fitting decomposed SED. The
bottom panel shows the dust-corrected best-fitting SED models to allow a direct comparison of the contribution from the bulge and disc components.
star-forming bulge-dominated galaxies appear to preferentially lie
at higher redshifts compared to both the full M∗ > 1011 M sam-
ple and all bulge-dominated galaxies, see Fig. 15. This result is not
statistically significant, which may be due to the small number of ob-
jects in the star-forming bulge sample, but a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) test does reveal that the passive discs and star-forming bulges
are not consistent with being drawn from the same distribution at
the 3σ level. In fact, given the mass selection imposed for this study,
this result is to be expected in the context of downsizing, where the
most massive galaxies are observed to be more active at higher red-
shift and experience an accelerated evolution, quenching before less
massive systems. This is further supported by the similarity in the
redshift distributions of the star-forming bulges and all star-forming
galaxies.
7 A X I A L R AT I O S
In addition to providing new insight into how the overall morpholo-
gies of the star forming and passive components evolve, the detailed
morphological analysis employed in this work has also allowed us to
explore the axial ratios of the passive and star-forming populations.
Axial ratio measurements provide valuable additional information
about the structure of these components and any trends with redshift
can offer further indicators of the physical processes which govern
galaxy evolution within this epoch.
The axial ratio distributions for the disc components of disc-
dominated galaxies (as judged by H160 light fractions >0.5, which
for these purposes does not differ significantly from the decom-
posed mass fractions) and bulge components of the bulge-dominated
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The bulge-disc evolution of massive galaxies 1017
Figure 14. The second genuinely star-forming bulge-dominated galaxy in our sample. This figure follows the same configuration as Fig. 13, where in the
bottom panels, which illustrate the SED fits, the green data points are the re-measured 2.5 arcsec radius aperture photometry in the u′ and B bands.
galaxies are shown in Fig. 16, where the samples have been split
into passive and star-forming sub-populations using the total galaxy
sSFR at sSFR = 10−10 yr−1, for simplicity. Similar to the results in
Bruce et al. (2012), these distributions reveal that the axial ratios
of both the star-forming and passive bulge components are peaked
around b/a ≈ 0.7, consistent with bulges in the local Universe (e.g.
Padilla & Strauss 2008). However, visually the passive discs display
a markedly flatter distribution to the star-forming discs, which look
to be more consistent with the bulge components. Even so, based
on the results from K-S tests, all four distributions shown in Fig. 16
are actually consistent with being drawn from the same underlying
distribution. This includes the passive and star-forming discs which,
despite appearing to be significantly different, are not statistically
distinguishable at the 2σ level (p = 0.11).
The peaked distribution of the bulge components is consistent
with a population of triaxial objects, and similar distributions have
been found for bulge-dominated systems at both low (e.g. Padilla
& Strauss 2008) and high redshifts (e.g. Ravindranath et al. 2006).
Similarly, the apparently flatter distribution of the passive discs
is in agreement with expectations from a population of randomly
oriented thin discs.
7.1 Passive discs
The apparently flat distribution for the passive discs provides further
corroboration that the passive disc-dominated galaxies are genuine,
and agrees well with other axial ratio studies at z > 1 such as Chang
et al. (2013a). This study used CANDELS photometry to explore the
evolution of the axial ratios of early-type galaxies (ETGs) defined
by low star formation rates from rest-frame colours, where no ad-
ditional morphological distinction was made. Chang et al. (2013a)
found, from de-projecting the observed axial ratios of the galaxies
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Figure 15. The redshift distribution of all the B/T < 0.5 passive discs (left) and B/T > 0.5 star-forming bulges (right), compared to the whole sample of
objects. This appears to show that the star-forming bulges preferentially lie at higher redshifts. This result is not statistically significant, which may be due to
the small number of objects in the star-forming bulge sample, but a K-S test does reveal that the passive discs and star-forming bulges are not consistent with
being drawn from the same distribution at the 3σ level.
Figure 16. Axial ratio distributions for the star forming and passive disc (left) and bulge (right) components of the disc- and bulge-dominated galaxies. In
both plots, the star-forming components are plotted in the black solid line, while the passive components are represented by the filled grey regions.
in their sample, that both the local SDSS distribution and their 1 <
z < 2.5 distribution were not consistent with a single population of
structures which are randomly oriented, but can be accurately mod-
elled by two components: a round triaxial (bulge-like) population
and a flatter oblate (disc-like) population. In their high-mass M∗ >
1010.8 M bin, they also found evidence that this oblate population
increases as a fraction of the total number of objects from 20 ± 2
per cent at z = 0 to 60 ± 1 per cent at 1 < z < 2.5. These results
not only support the flat distribution that we find for the passive
discs but also serve to independently substantiate the findings that,
at higher redshifts, these most massive galaxies are increasingly
disc-dominated, and that pure bulge galaxies emerge slowly within
the 0 < z < 3 epoch from a population of mixed systems.
Given that Chang et al. (2013a) used single-Se´rsic morpholog-
ical fits, to allow a more direct comparison we have included the
single-Se´rsic axial ratio fits from our passive discs in the left-hand
panel of Fig. 17. Also included in the comparison in Fig. 17 is
the model distribution for the local SDSS galaxies from Holden
et al. (2012). From this comparison, our passive discs appear to
display a distribution which is somewhat intermediate between the
peaked local distribution and the 1 < z < 2.5 ETG sample, which
has a more extended flat tail. By explicitly splitting the passive
population into the bulge- and disc-dominated samples there is a
more discernible difference between the contribution of the oblate
population to the overall axial ratio distribution in the Chang et al.
(2013a) models, compared to the distribution of the passive discs in
our mass-selected sample. From this comparison, the extended flat
tail from discs appears more populated in the Chang et al. (2013a)
models than with respect to our observed distributions, especially
at b/a < 0.35. However, there are still visual indications that the
passive discs have a flatter distribution than the star-forming discs,
although these are not statistically significant. Thus, both our single-
Se´rsic and morphologically decomposed results broadly agree with
the results of Chang et al. (2013a), especially given the difference
in the mass ranges adopted.
Chevance et al. (2012) have also explored the axial ratios of 31
compact (Re < 2kpc), passive galaxies at z > 1.5 and find that while
the single-Se´rsic index distributions of their high-redshift sample are
more consistent with local discs, the axial ratio distribution has only
a 5 per cent probability of being drawn from the same population
and is more consistent with the distribution of local ETGs. These
results suggest that despite the passive galaxies having ‘disc-like’
light profiles, their axial ratios are rounder. Chevance et al. propose
that their high-redshift sample is either a mixture of bulges and discs
or that the high-redshift galaxies are a genuinely distinct population
with no real local analogues. By cutting our full sample at z > 1.5
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Figure 17. Left: the single-Se´rsic axial ratio distributions for the passive (red) galaxies in our sample overplotted with the Chang et al. (2013a) observed
distribution in black and their model in the dotted black line, where these distributions have been re-normalized to match the area under our histograms. Also
included in this plot is the local SDSS model distribution from Holden et al. (2012). The passive galaxies in our mass-selected sample display a distribution
which appears to be intermediate between the 1 < z < 2.5 Chang et al. (2013a) ETGs, and the local SDSS sample. Right: the axial ratio distributions from the
single-Se´rsic fitting for the passive galaxies (grey) also split into the bulge- (red) and disc-dominated (blue) populations. By splitting the passive galaxies into
their morphological classifications, we find that the single-Se´rsic axial ratios also separate into a flatter distribution for the oblate disc-dominated objects and a
peaked distribution for the triaxial bulge-dominated galaxies. This is roughly consistent with the Chang et al. (2013a) results, although the contribution from
the oblate population in the models of Chang et al. (2013a) to the flat tail of the distribution appears to be significantly larger in comparison with our sample.
and plotting the single-Se´rsic index and axial ratio distributions of
all the passive galaxies and just the most compact systems with
Re < 2kpc, we find agreement with the Chevance et al. (2012)
results. The single-Se´rsic index distributions are more similar to
the distributions of local discs than ETGS, peaking at a value of
n ∼ 1.5−2, while the axial ratio distributions are more peaked than
the flat distributions observed from local discs. In fact, examining
the bulge-to-total light fractions from our decompositions reveals
that these passive, compact, objects are indeed a mixture of bulge
plus disc systems with a median B/T ∼ 0.59. These results are in line
with our previous findings that within the 1 < z < 3 era all massive
galaxies become increasingly mixed systems, which gives rise to
measured single-Se´rsic indices which have intermediate values.
7.2 Star-forming discs
While the flat distribution of the passive disc components is sup-
ported by previous studies, the relatively peaked distribution of the
star-forming disc components has been less well explored in the
literature, and remains less understood. Nevertheless, this peaked
distribution does agree with the results of Law et al. (2012), who
conducted a single-Se´rsic and non-parametric morphological anal-
ysis of M∗ = 108−1011 M star-forming galaxies at 1.5 < z < 3
using HST/WFC3 imaging and reported an axial ratio distribution
for n < 2.5 galaxies peaked at b/a ≈ 0.6.
To better explore the origin of this peaked distribution, we have
cut our star-forming, disc dominated, disc component sample ac-
cording to several different criteria. In the first case, we have cut the
sample according to different indicators and measures of star forma-
tion. We first compared the axial ratio distributions of the whole star-
forming disc-dominated population with only those objects which
also had a 24µm detection from either SpUDS or S-COSMOS.
However, this was not informative as the majority of star-forming
disc-dominated galaxies have a 24µm counterpart. We next com-
pared the distributions for the sample split by their absolute and
sSFRs, as shown in Fig. 18. The left-hand panel of Fig. 18 displays
the cuts made at increasingly higher absolute star formation rates
for the overall galaxy. The SFR > 190 M yr−1 cut corresponds
to the median absolute star formation rate for the full star-forming
disc-dominated galaxy sample, and the SFR > 540 M yr−1 cut
corresponds to the 90th percentile value. There is perhaps tenta-
tive evidence from this comparison that by imposing the extreme
SFR cut, the distribution begins to flatten out, however the num-
ber of galaxies within this bin becomes very small, so this result
is by no means robust. The right-hand panel of Fig. 17 displays
similar cuts made at increasingly higher sSFRs for the overall
galaxy. The sSFR > 10−8.9 yr−1 cut now corresponds to the me-
dian sSFR for the full star-forming disc-dominated galaxy sample,
and the sSFR > 10−8.5 yr−1 cut corresponds to the 90 per cent quar-
tile value. These distributions agree with the results from splitting
by absolute star formation rate as they also display a weak trend for
the most active discs defined by sSFR to have flatter axial ratios.
In addition to studying how the axial ratio distribution of the
disc components varies with the star formation rate of the galaxy,
we have also examined how it varies with other properties of the
galaxy. To do this, we first split the star-forming, disc-dominated,
disc components above and below z = 2 to investigate if there
was any redshift evolution evident. These distributions are given
in the left-hand panel of Fig. 19, and reveal that the star-forming
disc components at z > 2 are peaked towards a higher b/a value
compared to the z < 2 components. This is interesting as, naively
the z > 2 discs would be expected to be more active than those at
z < 2. Given that for the previous figure, we reported that there
might be a potential trend for the distribution to flatten out for the
most active discs, this result appears to be in direct conflict with this
assertion. Moreover, we have also conducted a K-S test for these
two redshift binned distributions and found that at the 2σ level
(p = 0.02) they are inconsistent with being drawn from the same
distribution. However, in addition to a star formation rate evolution
with redshift, we have also reported on the size evolution of the
bulge and disc components with redshift in Bruce et al. (2013b), so
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 19 we have split the discs according
to their median size. This clearly reveals that the largest discs have
a flatter distribution and the smaller discs have a distribution peaked
towards higher values. In this case the K-S test provides a value of
p = 0.03, again making them formally different at the 2σ level.
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Figure 18. Axial ratio distributions for the star-forming discs split by different measures of specific and absolute star formation rate. On the left, the star-
forming discs have been split at the median absolute star formation for the galaxies in this sub-population and the two distributions have been plotted with the
less active star-formers in black and the more active discs in grey. We have also constructed an additional sub-sample of objects which have SFRs above the
90th percentile and have overplotted the axial ratios of their disc components in blue. This comparison appears to show tentative evidence that the most active
discs have a flatter axial ratio distribution. On the right, the star-forming discs have been split at the median specific star formation for the galaxies in this
sub-population and the two distributions have been plotted with the less active star-formers in black and the more active discs in grey. We have also constructed
an additional sub-sample of objects which have sSFRs above the 90th percentile and have overplotted the axial ratios of their disc components in blue. This
comparison appears to also show some weak evidence that the most active discs have a flatter axial ratio distribution.
Figure 19. The axial ratio distributions for the star-forming discs split by photometric redshift (left) and disc size (right), where the discs have been split
according to the median disc size of 3.9 kpc. These distributions reveal a trend for lower redshift galaxies to have flatter axial ratios, although this can be
explained by the redshift size evolution of the discs. In fact, these distributions demonstrate that the smallest discs are the most triaxial, which may be due
to an absolute increase in disc scaleheight due to star formation at high redshift which would have a greater effect on the axial ratios of discs with smaller
scalelengths.
The trend for smaller star-forming discs to be rounder and larger
discs to be flatter can be explained if at these redshifts star forma-
tion in discs depends only on the self-gravity of the disc, not on
scalelength, and this intense star formation phase induces feedback
which ‘puffs up’ the disc scaleheight. In which case, the ‘puffiness’
of the star-forming disc is independent of the disc size, and smaller
discs will appear more triaxial in structure than larger discs. Alter-
natively, if these high-redshift discs are clumpy then it possible that
an increase in scaleheight may be driven by asymmetries, but the
star-forming clumps in high-redshift discs have been found to not
contribute significantly to the near-infrared flux (Wuyts et al. 2012),
where our morphological decompositions are based.
For completeness, we have also ensured that these trends are not
biased by also selecting only the disc components of disc-dominated
galaxies as classified by their decomposed disc/bulge+disc masses
and by splitting the sample by disc decomposed mass above and
below the median value of Mdisc∗.
It is worth noting that previous studies and GALFIT simulations
have expressed some concern about the robustness of GALFIT results
for small, flat objects due to the resolution limit, where b/a ≤
0.1 values of small objects result in scaleheights less than a single
pixel (van der Wel et al. 2012 and private communication). Having
explored this with our own simulation results, we also find evidence
that the single pixel effective radius disc models with axial ratios
0.1 are not well recovered and axial ratio distribution of the best
fits is centred on b/a = 0.05 with a secondary, small, peak in the
distribution at b/a = 0.2. Such offsets are not witnessed for small
disc models with b/a = 0.3, 0.6 or 1.0, nor for our disc models with
effective radii of 5 or more pixels, but in which cases there is a slight
tail in the fitted b/a distributions towards higher b/a values such
that the recovered fits for the b/a = 0.1 models are not symmetric.
(For completeness, examination of the fitted axial ratios with b/a >
0.1 for larger model discs also show no offsets but have slightly less
spread in the fitted b/a distributions, which shows that for b/a >
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The bulge-disc evolution of massive galaxies 1021
Figure 20. Comparison of the properties of our sample and the mass-selected sample of Targett et al. (2013). The combined UDS and COSMOS CANDELS
samples are plotted in the black solid histograms and the star-forming disc-dominated galaxies in the blue dashed histograms, where here the properties for the
overall galaxies rather than for the disc components are used to allow a fairer comparison to the (sub-)mm selected samples. The Targett et al. (2013) (sub-)mm
sample is shown in the light grey filled histogram. The left-hand panel displays the redshift distributions, the middle panel shows the total galaxy stellar mass
distributions and the right-hand panel shows the single-Se´rsic index distributions. The comparison between these samples verifies that the GOODS-S and
AzTEC (sub-)mm sample contains comparably massive, disc-dominated galaxies at similar redshifts to our CANDELS galaxies.
0.1 1 pixel disc models the fitting procedure is not biased but does
carry a larger random uncertainty.)
However, this is clearly not the reason for the dearth of b/a <
0.3 values for the star-forming discs within our sample, as not only
are the sizes of our objects too large to force the scaleheights of the
majority of b/a fits to be less than a pixel, but if this were the case
then we would have found an overabundance of b/a < 0.1 values,
which is not seen.
8 C O M PA R I S O N W I T H SU B - M M G A L A X I E S
One of the main insights from this work is that the disc compo-
nents of the star-forming disc-dominated galaxies have surprisingly
peaked axial ratio distributions but that we find tentative evidence
that the most active star-forming galaxies have the flattest distri-
butions. However, in order to isolate the most active systems, we
restricted this cut to a very small number of objects, which prevented
us from drawing any robust conclusions. As a result, this issue is
clearly worthy of further investigation. To this end, in this section we
have considered the mm/sub-mm AzTEC selected sample of Targett
et al. (2013) in the GOODS-South field, which has been selected
from sub-mm imaging at a uniform depth over a similar area to the
CANDELS-UDS and COSMOS fields. Sub-mm selected galaxies
are widely agreed to be extreme star-forming galaxies, although
there is debate over whether this activity is triggered by major
mergers or whether it is just the high-end tail of the normal star
formation main sequence. One of the main conclusions of Targett
et al. (2013) is that the (sub-)mm selected galaxies represent the
extreme star-forming end of the morphologically disc-dominated
population, thus they provide the ideal sample for extension of this
axial ratio study.
First of all, in order to ascertain how valid a comparison is be-
tween our star-forming discs and the (sub-)mm galaxy sample, we
have compared the properties of the samples in Fig. 20. Our entire
mass-selected galaxy sample is plotted in black, our star-forming
discs are plotted in blue, and the (sub-)mm galaxies are plotted in
light grey. This colour scheme is adopted for all subsequent figures.
The far left-hand panel of Fig. 20 shows the photometric-redshift
distributions of the samples, and confirms that the (sub-)mm galax-
ies span the full extent of the redshift regime covered by our study.
The mass distributions of the samples are plotted in the middle panel
of Fig. 20, and reveal that the (sub-)mm selected sample provide a
comparable sample for an extreme population with similar stellar
masses to our purely mass-selected sample. The last panel of Fig. 20
shows the distribution for the single-Se´rsic indices of the samples.
It should be noted here that the study of Targett et al. (2013) was
conducted using both a single-Se´rsic index morphological fit and a
detailed decomposition of the individual clumps in each (sub-)mm
galaxy, but it is the overall single-Se´rsic index results which are
used here and compared with our single-Se´rsic index fits.
Finally, as we have previously found that the axial ratios of the
star-forming discs depends on the size of the disc components, in
Fig. 21 we have also compared the size distributions for the overall
galaxies, again to provide the most direct comparison of the whole
galaxy we use sizes estimated from the single-Se´rsic fits. This shows
that the (sub-)mm galaxies span roughly the same size range as our
star-forming disc-dominated galaxies.
Having verified that the (sub-)mm selected galaxies provide a
legitimate sample with which to conduct a direct morphologi-
cal comparison between the ‘normal’ star-forming galaxies in our
CANDELS study and an extreme star-forming population, we have
examined the axial ratio distributions for the different populations
and have plotted them in Fig. 22. For the above comparisons, which
were included to establish the validity of the morphological compar-
ison between the near-IR and (sub-)mm selected samples, we have
used the properties of the overall galaxies. In most cases these prop-
erties correspond to genuinely disc-dominated star-forming objects
and so a direct comparison between the overall galaxy axial ratios
for the (sub-)mm selected sample and the distributions for the disc
components of our star-forming disc-dominated objects is justifi-
able. However, Targett et al. (2013) conducted a decomposition of
the individual clumps, so in Fig. 22 we have overplotted the axial
ratio distributions from the disc components of the star-forming
disc-dominated CANDELS sample with the distributions from the
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Figure 21. Size distributions of the CANDELS galaxies (black = all galax-
ies, blue = star-forming discs), overplotted with the size distributions of the
(sub-)mm galaxies (grey). This shows that the (sub-)mm selected galax-
ies span roughly the same size range as our star-forming disc-dominated
galaxies.
single-Se´rsic model of the (sub-)mm galaxies in the left-hand panel,
and with the primary (flux dominant) component of the decomposed
model of the (sub-)mm galaxies in the right-hand panel, even in the
case where the primary clump was best fitted with an n > 2.5 profile
(which will only result in a more peaked distribution).
In fact, comparison of the axial ratio distributions reveals that
the distributions for the (sub-)mm galaxies are flatter than for our
star-forming disc components, which lends further support to our
previous, tentative, findings that the axial ratio distribution of the
most active star-forming galaxies appears to flatten out. The statis-
tics for this comparison are weak, but this apparent trend allows
speculation that if there is a maximum surface density of star for-
mation at high redshift, then the most star-forming discs, will also
be expected to be the largest, which agrees with the other observed
trend between larger sizes and flatter axial ratio distributions and
so goes some way to delivering at least a self-consistent picture of
star-forming high-redshift discs.
We have also explored cutting our sample at a star formation rate
that roughly matches the surface number density of the (sub-)mm
galaxy sample. Allowing for the survey areas this match in surface
number density is achieved at SFR > 300 M yr−1. A comparison
between the axial ratios of our full star-forming disc sample, the
SFR > 300 M yr−1 sub-set and the previously flat distribution for
the extreme SFR > 538 M yr−1 (90 per cent quartile) cut is given
in the left-hand panel of Fig. 23. The whole star-forming disc sample
and the SFR > 300 M yr−1 sub-set are also directly overplotted
with the axial ratio distributions for the (sub-)mm selected sample
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 23. This further demonstrates that,
by selecting the most active star-forming discs, comparable to the
extreme star-forming (sub-)mm selected sample, the axial ratio dis-
tributions appear, comparably flat (although statistics from a K-S
test are inconclusive).
9 D I SCUSSI ON
By exploiting our decomposed stellar mass and star formation rate
estimates, we have been able to better explore the evolution of the
full range of morphological properties exhibited by our massive,
high-redshift galaxy sample.
The most fundamental morphological measurement is the relative
dominance of the bulge and disc components, as measured in terms
Figure 22. The axial ratio distributions of the (sub-)mm galaxies, where again the (sub-)mm selected sample is in light grey. The (sub-)mm selected sample
was modelled in Targett et al. (2013) using both a single Se´rsic fit and multiple component fits to each clump. Therefore, on the left we have plotted the axial
ratio distributions from the single Se´rsic fits and in the right-hand plot the distributions for the axial ratios of the flux-dominant component/clump, even in the
case where that component was best fitted with n > 2.5. In both plots the axial ratio distributions for the (sub-)mm selected galaxies are considerably flatter than
the distributions for the CANDELS star-forming discs. Although the numbers within the sample are too small for a robust statistical comparison, it does appear
that the trend for the axial ratios of the most actively star-forming galaxies to flatten-out extends to the extreme star-forming (sub-)mm selected population.
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The bulge-disc evolution of massive galaxies 1023
Figure 23. Left: the axial ratio distributions of all the star-forming discs in our sample (blue dotted histogram), the sub-set cut at a similar star formation rate
(SFR > 300 M yr−1) as the (sub-)mm AzTEC selected sample (red solid histogram), and the extreme 90th percentile cut imposed previously (black dashed
histogram). Right: the axial ratio distributions of all the star-forming discs (blue) and the SFR > 300 M yr−1 sub-set (red), overplotted with the distributions
for the (sub-)mm AzTEC selected sample (grey filled histogram). This further demonstrates that by selecting the most active star-forming discs, comparable
to the extreme star-forming (sub-)mm selected sample, the axial ratio distributions appear comparably flat.
of the galaxy morphology from the light fractions and by their
contribution to the total galaxy mass. Here, although we continue
to find a decrease in the fraction of disc-dominated objects from
z = 3 to 1, we also see that the evolution of bulge dominated,
and essentially ‘pure’ bulges (B/T > 0.9, where our B/T ratios are
accurate to within ∼10 per cent), is relatively slow. The decrease
in disc-dominated objects is instead accompanied by an increase
in mixed bulge+disc systems with decreasing redshift, where, by
incorporating the decomposed stellar mass results, we find that this
morphological evolution is accompanied by an increase in the bulge
component mass of the objects.
These results suggest that, instead of a clear transition at z = 2
when the most massive galaxies transform straight from disc- to
bulge-dominated systems, at 1 < z < 3 there is a more gradual
emergence of a mass-dominant bulge component while the galax-
ies still display a mixed bulge+disc morphology. Even by z = 1
these massive galaxies do not display the ‘pure’ bulge morpholo-
gies exhibited by >60 per cent of similarly massive galaxies in the
local Universe (Buitrago et al. 2013a), and in fact may be more
comparable to local S0 galaxies.
At high redshifts, an increased fraction of massive disc-
dominated galaxies is in agreement with previous studies, covering
similar mass and redshift regimes, such as Buitrago et al. (2008),
Conselice et al. (2011) and Buitrago et al. (2013a). In addition to
these studies, Mortlock et al. (2013) have conducted visual mor-
phological classifications of M∗ > 1010 M galaxies at 1 < z < 3
using CANDELS WFC3/IR imaging. For comparison, Mortlock
et al. (2013) find that classifying bulges and discs by the n = 2.5
cut returns a morphological evolution for their highest mass bin
(M∗ > 1010.5 M) in agreement with our findings, whereby there is
a transition from bulge- to disc-dominated morphologies at z ∼ 2.
However, their visual classification suggests that, even for this high-
mass bin, the fraction of bulge- and disc-dominated systems in-
creases with decreasing redshift, and is accompanied by a fall in
the fraction of ‘peculiar’ morphologies. This may be explained if,
at high redshift, star-forming discs have not yet relaxed into sta-
ble discs and display disturbed and/or interacting morphologies.
We note that although ∼80 per cent of the disc-dominated objects
within our sample were well fitted by the symmetric profiles, the
remaining fraction required re-fitting with additional masking to
achieve acceptable fits. Despite the fact that the underlying profiles
of these re-fitted objects were disc-like exponentials, the additional
structure (whether clumps, spiral features or other asymmetries)
may influence visual classifications.
In addition to the morphological evolution with redshift, our anal-
ysis of the star formation activity in the bulge and disc components
has also delivered new insights into the evolution of the massive
galaxies within our sample. One of the most interesting results
from recent morphological studies has been the discovery that a
significant fraction of passive galaxies are in fact disc dominated,
and star-forming galaxies are bulge dominated. Star-forming bulges
and passive discs have been previously observed at both high and
low redshift, however the large fractions found within the sample
of Bruce et al. (2012) were unexpected. By effectively doubling
the sample size (by combining the CANDELS-UDS and COSMOS
samples), the reported fractions from Bruce et al. (2012) have been
further substantiated and we find that using the overall galaxy star
formation rates from SED fitting as discriminators (which correlate
extremely well with UVJ classifications of passive and star-forming)
∼30 per cent of all star-forming and passive galaxies are bulge- and
disc dominated, respectively.
Several other recent studies have also found higher fractions of
passive disc-dominated galaxies (the majority of which can poten-
tially contain a bulge component at some level), more comparable
to the ∼30 per cent quoted here. In particular, Wang et al. (2012) re-
port a passive, visually-classified, disc-dominated fraction of ∼30
per cent for M∗ > 1011 M at 1.5 < z < 2.5; Lee et al. (2013)
have published broadly consistent results from non-parametric and
single-Se´rsic fitting for their 35 1.4 < z < 2.5 passive galaxies (al-
though note the low S/N of these sources); McLure et al. (2013)
find a passive, single-Se´rsic determined, disc-dominated fraction of
44 ± 12 per cent for their M∗ > 6 × 1010 M, 1.3 <z < 1.5 sample;
van der Wel et al. (2011) extrapolate from the 14 galaxies with M∗
> 1010.8 M, 1.5 < z < 2.5 in their sample, based on visual, Se´rsic
decomposition and axial ratio results, that 64 ± 15 per cent of all
high-redshift passive galaxies are disc dominated; and Fan et al.
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(2013) find that 68 ± 24 per cent of the 19 passive z ≈ 3 galaxies
in their sample are disc dominated with n < 2 and with consistently
flat axial ratios.
However, we have also discussed how these statistics may be
biased due to the use of star formation rate estimates for the whole
galaxy rather than for the individual bulge and disc components. To
this end, we re-evaluated the fractions of galaxies in our sample in
each population using the strictest criteria possible in terms of both
star formation rate and component dominance. This conservative
approach revealed that only ∼18 ± 5 per cent of passive galaxies
are disc dominated and ∼11 ± 3 per cent of star-forming galaxies
are bulge dominated by the H160-band morphology and by mass.
The gradual emergence of a mixed bulge+disc (but increasingly
bulge-dominated) population at 1 < z < 3, coupled with the dis-
covery of a significant population of both star-forming bulges and
passive discs, reveals that while in most cases bulge growth and
quiescence are correlated, there is significant scatter, suggesting
that the physical processes which quench these massive galaxies
are not simply connected to the mechanisms which bring about the
morphological transitions witnessed within this era.
While major gas-poor mergers between 1 < z < 3 can account
for the transition of disc-dominated to bulge-dominated systems
(Robertson et al. 2006), this process is fairly rapid and appears at
odds with the gradual emergence of increasingly bulge dominated
revealed by our study. The model of VDI is more consistent with
the morphological evolution displayed by the galaxies within our
1 < z < 3 sample. The VDI scenario has gained increasing sup-
port from both recent simulations and observations. This model
proposes that, in high-redshift star-forming discs, massive clumps
form from gravitational instabilities within the disc. These clumps
then migrate towards the centre of the disc transferring gas and stars
to the centre of the system and build a bulge component. There is
significant observational evidence of star-forming clumps within
high-redshift discs from, for example, Elmegreen & Elmegreen
(2005), Elmegreen et al. (2009), Guo et al. (2011), Wuyts et al.
(2012) and Mozena et al. (in preparation). These studies agree that
∼70 per cent of massive 1 < z < 3 star-forming galaxies contain at
least a few kpc-sized star-forming clumps. In fact Elmegreen et al.
(2009) claim that, within these discs, the contribution to the total star
formation rate is split equally between the clumps and the diffuse
disc. The formation and migration of giant clumps within a gas-rich
disc can be well modelled (e.g. Ceverino et al. 2010; Martig et al.
2012; Hopkins et al. 2012), as can the formation of a central bulge
and the reshaping of the remaining disc to an exponential density
profile (e.g. Bournaud, Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2007; Krumholz
& Burkert 2010; Bournaud et al. 2011). However, there is some
debate over the extent to which these clumps can survive or reform
after disruption from feedback, and whether they can survive long
enough to migrate to the centre of the discs (e.g. Genzel et al. 2011;
Hopkins et al. 2012).
The latest simulations (for example Bournaud et al. 2013; Dekel
& Krumholz 2013) address this issue by modelling the effects of
photoionization, radiation pressure and supernova feedback on the
clumps and find that, in their models, the clumps can account for
any momentum-driven mass outflows and tidal stripping of gas and
stars by re-accreting from the gas-rich disc, so that they maintain
constant masses and star formation rates for a few hundred Myr,
which is long enough to complete their migration to the centre to
merge to form a bulge. However, there remains observational debate
(e.g. Elmegreen et al. 2009; Wuyts et al. 2012) over whether the
masses in these clumps are actually sufficient to build a central
bulge.
The VDI model could plausibly account for the morphological
trends observed from our analysis. However, the clump migration
mechanism acts to build a central star-forming bulge. It is unclear
what becomes of these star-forming central bulges, as this work has
found evidence for only a small sub-set of star-forming galaxies
which are bulge dominated, where these systems also tend to be at
higher redshifts.
Despite the growing evidence for a correlation between star for-
mation quenching and the build-up of a massive bulge displayed by
the majority of objects from this and other studies, and debate over
whether the witnessed trends can be attributed to major mergers,
the presence of passive discs and star-forming bulges is incon-
sistent with the idea that bulge growth and quenching are simply
linked by single process. Thus, these sub-populations suggest that
the gas-poor major mergers at 1 < z < 3 are not solely responsible
for both morphological transformations and quenching. There are
several competing quenching mechanisms which would not nec-
essarily alter the morphologies of the systems or do so through
a less stochastic processes than gas-poor mergers. These include
quenching through AGN feedback, halo quenching (e.g. Birnboim
& Dekel 2003; Keresˇ et al. 2005; Dekel et al. 2009a), strangulation
(e.g. Skibba et al. 2009) and morphological quenching (e.g. Martig
et al. 2009). The VDI model is also consistent with the presence of
passive discs if the clump migration which builds a central bulge,
but leaves a massive disc in place, is accompanied by morphology
quenching in the disc. However, given the reduction in the fraction
of genuinely passive discs and star-forming bulges from our full
decomposition analysis, it remains to be seen if these models can
account for the population statistics.
Finally, in addition to the bulge and disc dominance, and star
formation activity of the individual components, we have also ex-
plored the difference between the axial ratio distributions of the
sub-populations comprising our sample. We found that the axial
ratios of the passive discs of disc-dominated galaxies display a flat
distribution, consistent with a population of randomly oriented thin
discs, whereas the distribution for the star-forming discs is peaked
at b/a ∼ 0.7, consistent with a more triaxial population.
The flat distribution for the passive discs agrees with both the
distributions of local discs and the results from van der Wel et al.
(2011) and Chang et al. (2013a). Chang et al. (2013a) explored the
axial ratio distributions of local and z ∼ 2.5 ETGs identified on the
basis of low star formation rates from rest-frame colours. By de-
projecting the observed axial ratios, Chang et al. (2013a) found that
the low- and high-redshift ETG samples comprise two populations:
triaxial objects, and flatter disc-like galaxies. The identification of
disc-like galaxies within the Chang et al. (2013a) ETG sample by
axial ratio distributions (which are similar to the distribution for
our passive discs) independent of Se´rsic index or bulge/disc ratios,
helps to confirm that there is a significant population of passive,
genuinely disc-dominated galaxies at z > 1.
As well as the flat distribution for the passive discs, our two-
component analysis has also revealed that the star-forming discs
have a distribution more similar to that of the bulges, peaked at
b/a ∼ 0.7 and with a relative dearth of objects with b/a < 0.3.
Having explored how the axial ratio distribution varies with size
and star formation rate, we found that the smaller galaxies tend to
be rounder, and the most star-forming galaxies flatter. Due to the
small number of objects in our most active star formation rate cut,
we also compared our axial ratio distributions to those for (sub-)mm
galaxies which are expected to be extreme star-formers, and found
that this trend also holds for the more extreme (sub-)mm population.
These results lead us to speculate that, at high redshift, feedback
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from star formation in discs acts to ‘puff-up’ their scaleheights,
which accounts for the peaked axial ratio distribution of the discs
with smaller scalelengths and the flatter axial ratios of larger discs.
However, we note that, given in the local Universe systems such as
pseudo-bulges or dwarf spheroidals which are not flattened rotating
discs can display low Se´rsic indices, the true structure of these
high-redshift galaxies may also be similarly complex.
1 0 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have decomposed the most massive (M∗ > 1011 M) galaxies
at 1 < z < 3 in the CANDELS UDS and COSMOS fields into
their separate bulge and disc components across multiple bands
based on their HST WFC3 H160-band morphologies. By extending
this analysis to conduct individual-component SED fitting, we have
been able to estimate decomposed bulge and disc stellar mass and
star formation rate estimates. This decomposition analysis has pro-
vided us with new insight into the morphological and star formation
evolution of these systems.
By comparing the dominance of the bulge and disc fractions in
terms of both the H160 light fractions and the stellar mass contribu-
tions, we find that, within the 1 < z < 3 redshift era, these most
massive galaxies are more disc dominated at higher redshifts and
become increasingly mixed bulge+disc systems with decreasing
redshift, where they are more bulge dominated by mass than by
light. However, even at z = 1 the ‘pure’ bulges comparable to the
giant ellipticals have yet to emerge.
Despite confirmation that the colour-morphology bimodality is
already well established at 1 < z < 3, our simple overall galaxy
sSFR and H160-band light fraction classifications have identified a
significant fraction of passive galaxies which are disc dominated
(33 ± 5 per cent) and star-forming galaxies which are bulge domi-
nated (29 ± 5 per cent). These results challenge the idea that major
mergers are the main mechanism for galaxy quenching as the gas-
poor major mergers at 1 < z < 3 would both quench these systems
and transform their morphologies from disc- to bulge dominated. In
order to better probe this population, we have examined the decom-
posed stellar mass and star formation rate estimates for the passive
discs and star-forming bulges adopting the strictest possible criteria.
We conclude that, in fact, only 18 ± 5 per cent of passive galaxies
are genuinely disc dominated and 11 ± 3 per cent of star-forming
galaxies are bulge dominated. Both these fractions are significantly
lower than the fraction determined from the overall galaxy sSFRs
and stellar masses reported by previous studies at similar redshifts
and masses, which clearly illustrates the advantage of the full SED
decompositions over and above single model fits for this type of
analysis.
Nevertheless, the confirmation of a significant population of pas-
sive discs and star-forming bulges, coupled with the observed grad-
ual emergence of increasingly mixed bulge+disc systems, with
larger bulge/total mass fractions, from z = 3 to 1 suggests that,
whilst some of these most massive galaxies may undergo major
mergers which both quench their star formation and transform their
morphologies, there must also be other physical processes which
quench star formation but leave a massive disc intact. This evolution-
ary scenario is more consistent with the models of AGN quenching,
halo quenching (Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Dekel et al. 2009a) or
possibly VDI (Dekel et al. 2009b; Ceverino et al. 2010).
Finally, in addition to studying the overall morphologies and star
formation rates of the most massive galaxies at 1 < z < 3, our
morphological decomposition has also allowed us to investigate
how the axial ratio distributions for the passive and star-forming
sub-populations of the bulge and disc components differ. The axial
ratios of these components have provided another key indicator of
the structure of these systems as they reveal that the passive discs
have flattened axial ratio distributions consistent with a population
of randomly oriented thin discs, similar to discs in the local Uni-
verse. This further verifies that these are genuine disc-dominated
passive galaxies. However, the star-forming discs have a distribu-
tion peaked at higher values of b/a ∼ 0.7, more consistent with the
distributions for the passive and star-forming bulges in this sample,
and those for lower redshift bulge-dominated systems.
By exploring the trends within the star-forming disc population,
we find evidence that the smallest galaxies are the roundest, and that
the most actively star-forming disc galaxies are the flattest. This star-
forming–axial ratio trend has also been supported by comparison
with a (sub-)mm selected sample. These results are thus consis-
tent with a scenario in which, at high redshift high star formation
rates correlate with increased scaleheight of discs (Dekel & Burkert
2014), which affects the axial ratios of the smaller galaxies but has
a lesser impact on the larger discs. If there is also a maximal surface
density of star formation in high-redshift discs, then the largest,
flattest galaxies would also be expected to be the most star-forming,
thereby reconciling both of these observations.
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APPENDI X A : MULTI PLE-COMPONENT
FI TTI NG
For this analysis, we have adopted multiwavelength decompositions
which are based on the best-fitting model parameters of the H160-
band fits, with all model parameters fixed at other wavelengths
except for the magnitude of each component. Several tests of the
validity of this approach have been conducted by also allowing the
effective radii and axial ratios of the components to be included as
free parameters in the fitting and we have explored how these affect
not only the χ2 statistics of the fits, but also the output bulge and
disc magnitude contributions and fitted sizes.
The first tests conducted were to study how the introduction of
the additional free parameters influenced the acceptability of the
best-fitting models. While allowing the effective radii (re) and ax-
ial ratios (b/a) parameters to be freely fitted in the modelling did,
unsurprisingly, provide appreciable improvement in the χ2 fits for
a few of the objects in the sample (Fig. A1), we found evidence that
there is the potential for significant biases to be introduced as a con-
sequence of adopting the increased degrees of freedom. Moreover,
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Figure A1. Comparison of the minimum χ2 between the fixed re and b/a, and the free re and b/a model fits. Left: comparison in the J125 band, middle: for
the i814 band, right: for the v606 band. These comparisons illustrate that the additional degrees of freedom introduced by allowing the re and b/a parameters to
be freely fitted significantly improve the fits for only a small sub-set of the galaxies in our sample.
Figure A2. Comparison of the fitted magnitudes of the fixed parameter multiwavelength models for the separate bulge and disc components in relation to the
H160 model fits. The top panels show the comparison between the magnitudes of the bulge components across the additional three bands and the original H160
model fits, and the bottom panels illustrate this comparison for the disc components.
when comparing the bulge and disc component magnitudes in all
bands it is clear that in both cases, where re and b/a are held fixed
(Fig. A2) and allowed to fit freely (Fig. A3), the overall trend for
the magnitude of both components to become fainter than the H160
estimates remains, with the introduction of only additional scatter
to this relation for the case where the re and b/a parameters are
fitted freely.
Furthermore, from examining the total multiple-component
(bulge+disc and bulge+disc+PSF) magnitudes of each compo-
nent from both the fixed and free re and b/a parameter models, we
found that towards the bluer wavelengths, the scatter in the relation
between this integrated measure of the total magnitude of the object
and the isomagnitude estimate, measured directly from the image,
increases in the case of the free re and b/a fits. This is demonstrated
in Fig. A4, where it can also be seen that this increase in scatter
is preferentially in the direction of the total multiple-component
magnitude being brighter than the measured isomagnitude.
In addition to this, a comparison of the bulge and disc sizes of
each component in the four different bands revealed that by allowing
the effective radius and axial ratio to be free parameters, the scatter
in the relation between the effective radius of each component in the
given bands compared to the master fit from the H160 band (Fig. A5)
also increases, and highlights clear cases where in the v606 band, the
bluest available, the bulge component becomes significantly larger
than in the H160 band. These trends suggest that introducing the
effective radius and axial ratio as free parameters, and removing the
H160 band constraints on these parameters, introduces new biases
in the fitting procedure which, while hard to correctly interpret, do
not significantly improve the ability of the models to reproduce the
underlying morphologies of the galaxies in our sample. Moreover,
this also holds true for the case of objects which were modelled as
pure bulges in the H160 band, and where we have added an additional
n = 1 disc component in the bluer bands (where for this additional
disc model all other parameters except for the centroid position and
Se´rsic index were allowed to vary).
For these objects, the addition of the second component to ac-
count for any faint discs becoming dominant in bluer bands still did
not provide a significant improvement in the ability of the model to
fit the data, and due to low number statistics, it is hard to argue from
examining the fraction of light which becomes attributed to the disc
in the v606 band compared to the H160 band that the addition of such
a disc component is motivated.
In conclusion, we decided to adopt fixed re and b/a parameter
models for the multiwavelength morphological analysis in order
to avoid adopting additional degrees of freedom, which are not
required and may introduce an additional degree of bias.
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Figure A3. The fitted magnitudes of the free parameter multiwavelength models for the separate bulge and disc components in relation to the H160 model fits.
The panels follow the same configuration as in Fig. A2, with the comparison for the bulge components in the top panels and the discs in the bottom panels.
Figure A4. Relation between the sum of the best-fitting multiple-
component model magnitudes and the measured isomagnitude of each ob-
ject for the fixed and free re and b/a parameter models. The fixed parameter
models are shown on the left, with the free parameter models on the right,
and the plots are ranked from top to bottom by decreasing wavelength.The
constant offset between the best-fitting modelled z814-band magnitudes and
the measured Subaru z-band magnitudes is due to the mismatch in the cen-
tral wavelengths of these filters. These plots illustrate how the adoption of
the additional free parameters results in some case where the sum of the
best-fitting bulge+disc model magnitudes exceeds the measured isomagni-
tude photometry and so demonstrates that this extra freedom can result in
biases in the fitting which are hard to understand.
Further example fits of representative objects across all four of
the CANDELS bands are given in Figs A6–A9.
A P P E N D I X B : D O U B L E - C O M P O N E N T SE D
FI TTI NG
Further to the example given in Fig. 3, additional double-component
SED fits for objects with H160-band best-fitting morphologies with
B/T ∼ 0.5 and B/T > 0.5 are given here, to further illustrate how
well the model photometry is fitted using the fixed H160 parameter
model approach with the extension to additional ground-based λ <
0.6µm and λ > 1.6µm data with re-measured 2.5 arcsec aperture
photometry in the blue bands.
APPENDI X C : BEST-FI TTI NG SED
TEMPLATES
The extra degrees of freedom introduced by the bulge+disc models
also help to mitigate the need for limitations on the star forma-
tion history templates and allowed ages of the models considered
during the SED fitting. Having conducted several tests for differ-
ent sub-sets of star formation histories, we find that there is no
longer any need to restrict either component to a minimum age of
>50 Myr or to exponentially star formation histories in the range
0.3 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5, as a second younger burst, or exponentially
decaying star-forming population can reasonably account for any
continued or recent star formation superimposed on an older, redder
population.
In fact, in the 56 cases where the best-fitting two-component mod-
els are double-burst models, 53 galaxies have at least one component
with an age of >50 Myr and 49 galaxies have at least one component
with an age of >500 Myr, which we use to provide a more robust
measure of passivity. This trend also extends to the double-τ and
burst+τ models, where none of the fits have both components with
ages <500 Myr. Moreover, for the double-burst models there are
only 21/56 objects where both components are older than 500 Myr
and the SED fits to the photometry find no evidence for ongoing star
formation. The agreement between the ages of the old component
from the full 0 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 double-component models and the
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Figure A5. Comparison of the fitted sizes of the individual components between the fixed and free-parameter models for the four bands. These plots illustrate
that allowing the re and b/a parameters to be fitted freely, even in the bluest band (v606), results in cases where the disc component becomes both larger and
smaller compared to the master H160-band fit, and, moreover, highlights cases where in the v606 band the bulge size exceeds the fitted sizes in the redder bands.
Figure A6. Image stamps of an example fit for a pure-bulge object. The images displayed are 6 × 6 arcsec stamps with the images in the top panels, the
best-fitting models in the middle panels and the residual stamps in the bottom panels. The columns are ranked from left to right by decreasing wavelength,
with the H160-band stamps on the far-left, then the J125-band stamps, the i814-band stamps and the v606-band stamps on the far-right. This is a representative
fit for an object which is best fitted with a pure bulge model, and illustrates the level of fits achieved across the full wavelength range in this study by fixing all
model parameters, except magnitudes, to the H160-band fits.
ages of the single populations from the original single component,
limited 0.3 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 and age capped, SED fitting is shown in
Fig. C1.
As a secondary check, the ages of these double-burst fits for ob-
jects which have 24µm counterparts from SpUDS and S-COSMOS
have also been examined and are consistent with the fitting in that,
for these double-burst models, there is always a young component
which can account for star formation and none of the galaxies with
24µm counterparts have both components with ages >500 Myr, as
can be seen in Fig. C2.
As an additional check of this approach, it can also be seen from
Fig. C2 that our adoption of the 500 Myr age boundary (above
which we attribute none of the entire galaxy’s star formation to
the component) is justified as there is no additional evidence from
24µm of on-going star formation in these components with older
ages.
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Figure A7. Image stamps of an example fit for a pure-disc object. As in Fig. A6, displayed are 6 × 6 arcsec image, model and residual stamps, ranked from
left to right by decreasing wavelength. In this case, the image and model stamps from this fitting clearly illustrate that, despite being best fitted by a pure-disc
morphology, this component becomes fainter in the bluer bands. The residuals show that no additional structure becomes prominent at the bluer wavelengths.
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Figure A8. Image stamps of an example fit for a bulge+disc object with D/T < 0.5. The configuration of these stamps is as follows. Left to right: H160,
J125, i814 and v606. Top to bottom: images, best-fitting combined bulge+disc models, individual best-fitting bulge components, individual best-fitting disc
components and combined model residuals. In comparison to Fig. 2, for this object the disc is the dominant component, although it can also be seen that the
bulge component remains prominent even in the v606 band.
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Figure A9. Image stamps of an example fit for a bulge+disc object with B/T = 0.5, again following the placement of stamps described in the caption of
Fig. A8. This object has a more equal contribution from the bulge and disc components. As with the previous examples, examination of the residual stamps
for all four bands illustrates the good quality of the fits achieved by the adopted modelling technique, with no evidence of any additional structure in the bluer
bands which has failed to be reproduced by the best-fitting models.
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Figure B1. SED fits for the example objects shown in Figs A9 and A8,
respectively. Top panel for the B/T ∼ 0.5 fit, and bottom panel for the
B/T > 0.5 object. Plotted as black data points and the solid black line is
the total, overall galaxy photometry (with its associated error bars) and the
corresponding best-fitting single-component SED. In blue is the modelled
disc component photometry and the corresponding best-fitting decomposed
disc SED model, and in red is the modelled bulge photometry and the best-
fitting decomposed bulge SED model. Overplotted in green is the sum of the
best-fitting bulge and disc SED models, which can be directly compared to
the single-component fit in black and can be seen to be in better agreement
with the overall galaxy photometry. Finally, the green points, and their error
bars, are the re-measured 2.5 arcsec radius photometry for the blue bands.
The top panel shows the fits to an object from the COSMOS field, where
only u′-band photometry is available, whereas the bottom panel shows an
object from the UDS field with re-measured photometry for both the u′ and
B bands.
Figure C1. Comparison between the age distributions of the single-
component models and the older components of the double-component
models. Left: the age distribution of the old component of double 0 ≤
τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 models. Right: distribution of the ages from single, limited 0.3
≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 and age-capped SED fits. The rough agreement between these
distributions at the very youngest age bins (<1Gyr) verifies that the addi-
tional degrees of freedom introduced by the double 0 ≤ τ (Gyr) ≤ 5 models
naturally resolve the problem encountered with single SED fits sometimes
becoming restricted to un-physically young ages.
Figure C2. Age distribution of the young components of the double-burst
fits, overplotted by the shaded region with the objects which were found to
have a 24µm counterpart. The lack of objects with 24µm counterparts and
ages >500 Myr confirms that the 500 Myr criterion for passivity is physically
motivated, and that the double-burst models produce realistic ages and star
formation rates for the massive galaxies in our sample.
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